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AREA: 1,300 sq. kilometers

POPULATION: Approx. 325,000 
inhabitants

CLIMATE: Tropical, humid, with 
an average of 300 sunny days per year. 
The temperature averages 28oC (82oF) 
and the rainy season extends from late 
June to early October.

FAUNA: Nearby Sierra Vallejo 
hosts a great variety of animal species 
such as iguana, guacamaya, deer, 
raccoon, etc.

SANCTUARIES: Bahía de 
Banderas encloses two Marine 
National Parks - Los Arcos and the 
Marieta Islands - where diving is 

allowed under certain circumstances 
but fishing of any kind is prohibited. 
Every year, the Bay receives the visit 
of the humpback whales, dolphins and 
manta rays in the winter. During the 
summer, sea turtles, a protected species, 
arrive to its shores to lay their eggs.

ECONOMY: Local economy is 
based mainly on tourism, construction 
and to a lesser degree, on agriculture, 
mainly tropical fruit such as mango, 
papaya, watermelon, pineapple, 
guanabana, cantaloupe and bananas.

CURRENCY: The Mexican Peso is 
the legal currency in Mexico although 
Canadian and American dollars are 
widely accepted.

BUSES: A system of urban buses 
with different routes. Current fare is 
$6.50 Pesos per ticket and passengers 
must purchase a new ticket every time 
they board another bus. There are no 
“transfers”.

TAXIS: There are set rates within 
defined zones of the town. Do not enter 
a taxi without agreeing on the price with 
the driver FIRST. If you are staying in a 
hotel, you may want to check the rates 
usually posted in the lobby. Also, if you 
know which restaurant you want to go, 
do not let the driver change your mind. 
Many restaurateurs pay commissions to 
taxi drivers and you may end up paying 
more than you should, in a second-rate 
establishment! There are 2 kinds of taxi 

cabs: those at the airport and the maritime 
port are usually vans that can only be 
boarded there. They have pre-fixed rates 
per passenger. City cabs are yellow cars 
that charge by the ride, not by passenger. 
When you ask to go downtown, many 
drivers let you off at the beginning of the 
area, near Hidalgo Park. However, your 
fare covers the ENTIRE central area, so 
why walk 10 to 15 blocks to the main 
plaza, the Church or the flea market?  
Pick up a free map, and insist on your full 
value from the driver! Note the number 
of your taxi in case of any problem, or 
if you forget something in the cab. Then 
your hotel or travel rep can help you 
check it out or lodge a complaint.

TIME ZONE: The entire State of 
Jalisco is on Central Time, as is the 
southern part of the State of Nayarit 
- from San Blas in the north through 
to the Ameca River, i.e.: San Blas, 
San Pancho, Sayulita, Punta Mita, La 
Cruz de Huanacaxtle, Bucerías, Nuevo 
Vallarta, etc.)

TELEPHONE CALLS: Always 
check on the cost of long distance 
calls from your hotel room. Some 
establishments charge as much as U.S. 
$7.00 per minute!

CELL PHONES: Most cellular 
phones from the U.S. and Canada may 
be programmed for local use, through 
Telcel and IUSAcell, the local carriers. 
To dial cell to cell, use the prefix 322, 
then the seven digit number of the 
person you’re calling. Omit the prefix if 
dialling a land line.

LOCAL CUSTOMS: Tipping 
is usually 10%-15% of the bill at 
restaurants and bars. Tip bellboys, taxis, 
waiters, maids, etc. depending on the 
service. Taking a siesta is a Mexican 
tradition. Some businesses and offices 
close from 2 p.m. to 4 p.m., reopening 
until 7 p.m. or later. In restaurants, it is 

If you’ve been meaning to find a little information on the region, 
but never quite got around to it, we hope that the following will help.
Look at the map in this issue, you will note that PV (as the locals call 

it) is on the west coast of Mexico, in the middle of the Bay of Banderas, 
the largest bay in this country, that includes southern part of the state 

of Nayarit to the north and the northern part of Jalisco to the south. 
Thanks to its privileged location -sheltered by the Sierra Madre 

mountains- the Bay is well protected against the hurricanes spawned 
in the Pacific. Hurricane Kenna came close on October 25, 2002, 
but actually touched down in San Blas, Nayarit, some 200 miles 
north of PV. The town sits on the same parallel as the Hawaiian 

Islands, thus the similarities in the climate of the two destinations.

considered poor manners to present the 
check before it is requested, so when 
you’re ready to leave, ask «La cuenta, 
por favor» and your bill will be delivered 
to you.

MONEY EXCHANGE: Although 
you may have to wait in line for a few 
minutes, remember that the banks will 
give you a higher rate of exchange than 
the exchange booths (caja de cambio). 
Better yet, if you have a «bank card», 
withdraw funds from your account back 
home. Try to avoid exchanging money at 
your hotel. Traditionally, those offer the 
worst rates.

WHAT TO DO: Even if your all-
inclusive hotel is everything you ever 
dreamed of, you should experience at 
least a little of all that Vallarta has to 
offer - it is truly a condensed version of 
all that is Mexican and existed before 
«Planned Tourist Resorts», such as 
Cancun, Los Cabos and Ixtapa, were 
developed. Millions have been spent to 
ensure that the original “small town” 
flavor is maintained downtown, in the 
Old Town and on the South Side.

DRINKING WATER: The false 
belief that a Mexican vacation must 
inevitably lead to an encounter with 
Moctezuma’s revenge is just that: 
false. For the 17th year in a row, Puerto 
Vallarta’s water has been awarded 
a certification of purity for human 
consumption. It is one of only two 
cities in Mexico that can boast of such 
accomplishment. True, the quality of 
the water tested at the purification plant 
varies greatly from what comes out of 
the tap at the other end. So do be careful. 
On the other hand, most large hotels 
have their own purification equipment 
and most restaurants use purified water. 
If you want to be doubly sure, you can 
pick up purified bottled water just about 
anywhere.

EXPORTING PETS: Canadian and 
American tourists often fall in love with 
one of the many stray dogs and cats in 
Vallarta. Many would like to bring it 
back with them, but believe that the laws 
do not allow them to do so. Wrong. If 
you would like to bring a cat or a dog 
back home, call the local animal shelter 
for more info: 293-3690.

LOCAL SIGHTSEEING: A good 
beginning would be to take one of the City 
Tours offered by the local tour agencies. 
Before boarding, make sure you have a 
map and take note of the places you want 
to return to. Then venture off the beaten 
path. Explore a little. Go farther than the 
tour bus takes you. And don’t worry - 
this is a safe place.

Need to Know2

Index
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Sound Off 3

letters@pvmirror.com  
Your Comments

Dear Editor,

Dear Editor,
Dear Editor,

Living on the south side of Vallarta has had its challenges, and 
rewards. Year after year, the baches (potholes) large enough to 
swallow a vehicle whole, too many topes, and lack of safety on 
highway 200 and more has often made me feel that driving home 
-especially at night- is an adventure I’d rather not have.

Now we have the highway under construction. Sure, it slows 
traffic waaaay down, however yesterday when I drove to yoga 
at 7:00 in the morning and saw white lines painted on both sides 
of the road and a double yellow line down the middle, I gave an 
audible squeal of delight.  

Workers are out there seven days a week and soon, we will have 
a beautiful roadway, one on which I will feel much safer. So I 
choose to allow more time to get places, smile at the progress and 
would like to say a big thank you to the powers that make this 
possible. 

Lynn Rogers

I wrote this letter to a Customs website with no answer, I don’t 
believe it was the right one, maybe you can help me; here is the 
letter:

I have lived in PV for about 8 months a year for the past 21 
years. Every August I go to Alaska for my 5 day fishing trip. I 
bring home salmon and halibut fish to my Calif. home, and 2 or 3 
times a year I fly into PV with some of my fish which is vacuum-
packed, sealed and frozen in Alaska. On Feb. of this year I asked 
the custom agent if I could still bring my fish into PV and he said 
yes, I could bring the fish in but no shrimp or crab.

I came back to PV in Sept. 6th of this year and on my form I 
wrote salmon. The same agent who told me I could, now told me 
that I could not because of a new law (what law?) but he said this 
time only, I could pass …after I gave him a piece of fish. 

So my question to this so-called website was, can I bring my 
salmon and halibut into PV, I bring about 10 lbs. at a time. I 
received no response, so Dear Editor, can you please help me.

Thank You.

Leonard Ambrose

Well, back in wonderful Puerto Vallarta for our winter months. 
It is always such a joy to be here year after year and discover new 
additions or enjoy old ones.

Just love the new side walks and general city improvements.  
We enjoy walking down on Olas Altas every morning, and buying 
from our friend Daniel “the juice boy” at the corner of Basillo 
Badillo our regular carrot juice and catch up on local news. Then 
it is off for our daily workout at the FIT gym followed by our 
breakfast at one of the great restaurants around the Zona Romatica 
and Old Town. Afternoon is dedicated to reading around our pool 
at Loma Del Mar or by the ocean down the street.  Soon, it is 5 
p.m., time for Happy Hour.  Well, before you know, it is time to 
walk around and discover new stores and galleries before dinner.  

Yesterday, we discovered a new artist “Jean-Paul Miner” at the 
Ambos Galeria on Basilio Badillo, corner of I. L. Vallarta street.  
Wow, really impressive abstract art!  A great addition to Puerto 
Vallarta’s artists.  His exhibition is going to be there all month, it is 
worth your time to go have a look. 

Next door there are so many other galleries and stores to feast 
our eyes on. Now, home for dinner on our balcony and enjoy the 
evening breeze.  Ah, life is so difficult in Puerto Vallarta.

Your friends,

Patrice Tourigny & Raymond Laflamme
Ottawa, Canada

Please go to next page for continuation...
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Within PV4

Continued from previous page...

Dear Editor,

I like to fish and heard there was to be a torneo on 
Saturday, Nov. 3. I called Fernando Garcia of Okley 
Activities and Excursions in Yelapa but he told me he 
was already booked. A few hours later, he called me 
back to say that Jorge Rodriguez owner of Chico’s 
Bar and Grill in Yelapa was his customer, a friend of 
mine, and would I like to share the charter with him. 
“Yes” was the answer and I met the boat “Okley” at 
Los Muertos beach at 7 am and off we went.

We started to fish around 9 a.m. It seemed like we 
had just got the lines in when the rod in front of me 
started to scream. My thoughts were Dorado, rooster, 
or yellowfin. The line continued to sing out for about 
15 seconds and then out of the water, doing a tail 
stand followed by two or three leaps came the fish. 
Fernando called out “Marlin, marlin, marlin!” The 
fish rushed off parallel to the transom and swept up 
and past the bow on the port side about 100 meters 
out. “Agua, agua, agua!” shouted Pepi. Somebody 
poured water on the reel to cool it down and the battle 
began. I looked at my watch, it was 9:45. Two hours 
later, the fish showed no sign of

slowing down or coming in. Another hour, at 12:45, 
I am beginning to think we might not get this fish in 
time to return to Los Muertos by 3 p.m. to enter it. 
Then, about 1 p.m., it started to come in and by 1:15, 
it was played out and ready to boat. We made it back 
and sifted our way through dozens of boats. A yellow 
card was displayed which signaled to the officials we 
had an entry and it’s a Marlin. It weighed in at 138 
KG, which is over 300 lbs.! Biggest fish of the day. A 
fisherman’s dream come true.

Thank you Fernando, Pepi, Tatanya, and Jorge for it 
was a true group effort. A day none of us will forget.  

Ken Rowley
Conchas Chinas

For the first time in Puerto Vallarta, an 
event entirely devoted to Meetings Tourism 
will be held at our International Convention 
Center. It will gather the main actors of the 
national industry.

Puerto Vallarta Meetings is organized 
by FIDETUR (Fideicomiso de Turismo 
– the Tourism Trust), the International 
Convention Center of Puerto Vallarta 
(CICPV) and PV’s Hotel and Motel 
Association.

The purpose of this event is to present 
the facilities of the CICPV, the hotels and 
the professional services offered by Puerto 
Vallarta for the development and success of 
exhibits, congresses, conventions, incentive 
trips and corporate events to the 30 most 
important professional event organizers in 
Mexico.

During those three days, the meeting 
planners that handle over 60% of the 
national meetings tourism will enjoy meals, 
tours and a variety of tourist activities 
offered by this city.

However, the most important activity 
in which guests will participate are the 
business suites that will be held at the 
CICPV.  During those business meetings, 
event organizers and hotels will meet 
with DMCs, tourist service providers and 
representatives in the hope that they will 
attract more events to Puerto Vallarta.
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Monday morning, November 12th, Vallartans 
and tourists in this town awoke to a relatively 
quiet environment, one without buses.

Drivers of the different companies operating in 
town were on strike to protest against the delays 
in a resolution of their demand for an increase in 
fares, and consequently, in their salaries.

PV’s relationship with Santa Barbara, CA, has resulted in social 
works that benefit the entire population, i.e. support for schools, 
orphanages, rehabilitation clinics, equipment for civil protection and 
even a hyperbaric chamber.

Even though the exact anniversary of the date on which Puerto 
Vallarta and Santa Barbara became sister cities is in June 2013, the 
celebrations begin now.

The Dolphins statue, a.k.a. the Friendship Fountain, located on 
the Malecon in the heart of town, created by sculptor James (Bud) 
Bottoms and donated to Vallarta in 1987, is a replica of the one in the 
Californian city. 

The Santa Barbara Rehabilitation Clinic, a garbage truck, support for 
the Casa Hogar Máximo Cornejo Quiróz orphanage and the municipal 
Civil Protection department are just some of SB’s contributions to PV.

Now the Santa Barbara Committee is looking for a special vehicle 
for handicapped people in PV, one with an elevator system to raise 
wheelchairs.

This weekend highlights one of the most colorful events the two 
cities share, the I Madonnari Festival, originally held at the Old 
Mission, California, back in 1987, organized by Wenner and Manfred 
Stader. This is the Festival’s Seventh Edition and everyone will be 
able to admire the final works in the main square.  

Bus strike causes chaos
According to Rafael Yerena Zambrano, 

Secretary of the CTM bus drivers’ union, the 
strike was not a labor dispute between drivers and 
bus owners, but rather a pressure tactic to urge 
Magistrate Patricia Campos of the Tribunal de lo 
Administrativo del Estado (TAE) to hand down 
her decision on the request for an increase ($6.50 
to $7.50 in PV) in fares, submitted in August of 
this year.

Over two million of passengers in the State 
capital of Guadalajara and thousands in Puerto 
Vallarta were affected by the event, as 6,000 
buses in Guadalajara and hundreds in PV sat 
idle for over 12 hours. Taxis and private cars did 
their best to help stranded workers. On Tuesday, 
Jalisco Governor Emilio Gonzalez Marquez 
denied any possibility of authorizing the increase 
in bus fares, while bus drivers warned of new 
strikes in the future if their demands are not met.

Students in Puerto Vallarta tried to organize a 
strike of their own for Monday, November 19th, 
to protest against the proposed increase – by 
boycotting buses entirely on that day.

(Source: prensaglobal.com)

PV & Santa Barbara, CA – 40 years of sisterhood

When asked about the special friendship between the two cities, the 
President of the Sister Cities Committee said, “We are family, there’s 
no difference between Americans and Vallartans. We all want to help 
our country.”

(Source: noticiaspv.com)
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About the pets…
GRETCHEN DeWITTby

Regarding donations: PEACE 
pays less fees with US banks and 
donors receive miles for credit 
card use.  There is no place to 
leave a message to indicate that the 
donation is for “spay/neuter,” but 
as our website indicates, all donors 
are e-mailed asking if the donation 
is to be earmarked for a specific 
program and/or location.  Last year, 
PEACE paid over $1,000 in fees to 
PayPal, so donations by check are 
advantageous to our organization. 
Donors can indicate a one-time 
donation or a recurring donation, 
i.e., monthly, every 6 months, 
or annually.    https://donate.
peacemexico.org/

Donations:  $20 U.S. from 
Steve Hach, $100 U.S. from Neil 
Sechan & Matt Messner (monthly), 
$150 U.S. from Jennifer Fullen 
(monthly), a large bag of used 
sheets plus one used yoga mat from 
Pamela Evans & Paul Carrigan.

Upcoming fundraising event:  
PEACE Pet Picnic - Saturday, Dec. 
8, at Daiquiri Dick’s Restaurant, 314 
Olas Altas – 222-0566. For more 
details or for tickets, please contact 
event organizer Laura Gelezunas at 
videodivaproductions@yahoo.com

Sterilizations:  Coapinole 
October 17-20 – Dogs: Females – 

27, Males - 10; Cats: Females – 24, 
Males – 10.  TOTAL:  71 PLUS 
pregnancies terminated for 1 cat 
with 5 fetuses and 1 dog with 10 
fetuses.  El Progreso - October 24-
27 – Dogs: Females – 20, Males - 
5; Cats: Females – 16, Males – 6.  
TOTAL = 57 PLUS 1 pregnancy 
terminated for a cat with 5 fetuses.

Mojoneras:  Oct. 31-Nov. 3 – 
Dogs: Females – 18, Males - 3; 
Cats: Females – 23, Males – 12.  
TOTAL = 57 PLUS one euthanasia 
for a female dog with TVT 
(another reason to sterilize dogs is 
to avoid sexual contact that results 
in transmissible veneral tumors.  
These are cancerous and kill). 

I picked up 9 cats and kittens 
from Shannon Beston to drive to the 
clinic for sterilization.  They were 
all collected from the Isla Cuale by 

cat lovers and with the exception of 
one glossy black female, were very 
tame and would make excellent 
pets.  With no homes waiting, all 
but one that had been spoken for 
were returned to the island.  If you 
live here, please consider choosing 
a cat or kitten from the Isla Cuale.  
While in California last week, I 
bought several dozen dog collars 
at the Dollar Store to bring back 
down with me.  Most dogs arrive at 
clinics with just a rope around their 
necks, so it is a treat for owners to 
be able to put a real collar on their 
pets.  If you are flying to Vallarta, 
please consider bringing new or 
used collars and/or leashes.  Most 
people arrive to the clinics by foot 
with their dogs on a rope.  
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Rescued and need adopting: 
Luìs Becerra Machuca rescued a 
pregnant dog from the street that 
gave birth to 7 puppies - 5 males 
& 2 females.  They are almost 
2 months old and will be small 
dogs.  If interested, please contact:  
alberto903@hotmail.com or 044 
322 149-7775. 

“Beauty,” the beaten and rescued 
female Pit Bull still needs a home. 
She is spayed, vaccinated and 
will make a gentle a devoted pet. 
Contact: mexicomerry@gmail.com  

“Clarita,” the sweet little black 
& white dog rescued from the 
Acopio. She has been spayed and 
vaccinated. Contact: sofiagnl@
hotmail.com  

Need rescuing: All the dogs and 
cats and the Centro de Acopio, the 
local pound.  Open

8-3 Monday-Friday. Telephone:  
293-3690.  Please consider 
adopting or foster a cat or a dog.

There are several blogspots and 
websites that have photographs 
and descriptions of dogs and cats 
that have been lost and/or found, 
animals that need rescuing and/
or fostering, animals for adoption 
and requests from people who 
would like to adopt a cat or dog.  
For local animal information 
and photographs on Facebook, 
please view “AngeliCat”, 
“AyudaMutt”, “Cuidando sus 
Huellitas”, “Paraiso Felino”, “PV 
Animal”, “PVDOGNEWS”, plus:  
aninapvrescate@gmail.com; www.
mexpup.com; www.PurrProject.
com;  spcapv.blogspot.com

Adoptions:  AngeliCAT and 
hopefully the Acopio - every 

Friday & Saturday from 11-2 at 
Plaza Caracol.

PEACE clinic information - To 
volunteer or for specific directions: 
ceci@peacemexico.org

Addresses & directions are 
usually not confirmed until 
Tuesday evening before scheduled 
clinic for that week.  No food 
or water after midnight before 
bringing pets to clinic.  Minimum 
age for sterilization for cats & dogs 
is 8 weeks.  Animals are treated for 
ticks, fleas, parasites and mange.  
Please arrive early.  Our limit is 
25 animals a day. First come, first 
serve.  If lost en route, call:  Lalo - 
044 322 141 1030. Times:  9 AM-2 
PM Wed.-Fri. and 9 AM-12 noon 
Saturdays.

Schedule for PEACE Free 
Spay/Neuter Clinics:  Sat. Nov. 
17: La Peñita, Nayarit, Nov. 21-24: 
Las Varas, Nayarit, Nov. 28-Dec. 1: 
Bucerías, Nayarit.

“Ayuda a los Animales” (Help 
the Animals) is the free mobile 
spay/neuter program of PEACE. 
The clinics need funding and are 
the only solution to the enormous 
overpopulation of cats and dogs.  
4,000 thousand cats & dogs were 
sterilized in the area of the Bay of 
Banderas in 2011. Cost to PEACE is 
estimated to be $2,268 per surgery 
week for 2012.  Clinics also need 
volunteers, locations for our mobile 
unit and donations of vet and pet 
supplies, including meds, used 

towels, sheets, kennels, collars 
and leashes.  To donate: www.
peacemexico.org  PEACE has tax-
free status in the U.S., Mexico and 
Canada.  www.peacemexico.org      
www.facebook.com/Peace.Mexico

In PEACE and bliss,

Gretchen@peacemexico.org  
www.peacemexico.org

www.gretchen-peace-and-pv.
blogspot.com
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If you’ve seen hundreds of bikers in PV 
since Thursday, you shouldn’t be surprised. 
They come from all over North America 
for the 3rd International Motorcyclists 
Convention from the 15th to the 18th of this 
month, called by members of “Los 69 Ovejas 
Negras” (The 69 Black Sheep) Club.

The event will hold exhibits and events, 
and meet on the lot next to Puerto de Luna 
at the corner of Francisco Medina Ascencio 
Blvd. and Fluvial Vallarta.

The IFC is very grateful for 
the generous gift of three Medela 
Special Needs Nursers donated by 
Connie Argus and Thom Barnes.  
These baby bottles are used for 

100s of bikers in PV
One of the organizers, Odin Aguilar, said: 

“This event is appreciated by all local and 
outside bikers, and we invited members of 
every motorcycle club in Mexico and beyond 
our borders to come spend a few days of fun 
in this city.”

Aguilar added that this isn’t just another 
beach event considering all the activities 
they scheduled in the hope that everyone will 
have a great time and will recommend Puerto 
Vallarta for future vacations.

He also pointed out that contrary to what 
some may think, these biker gatherings do 
not cause problems as most members are 
professionals, mature and responsible folk 
who drive carefully, fully conscious of caring 
for their own lives and that of others.

In addition to the camp grounds mentioned 
above, there will be live rock bands, a parade 
along the Malecon, a Biker Chick contest, free 
style demos and lots of other fun activities.

(Source: Rodrigo López Becerril – Vallarta Opina)

by JANIE ALBRIGHT BLANK

IFC receives gift of special needs 
nursers for cleft palate babies

babies born with a cleft palate. IFC 
Community Relations nurse Susan 
Davalos is already putting them 
to good use. Before receiving the 
special bottle, the mom pictured 
below was feeding her baby like a 
bird with a syringe. This is truly a 
life-saving gift!

Susan recently discovered a 
better nurser for cleft palate babies 
and the IFC posted a request on 
their “ifcvallarta” Facebook page. 
Connie & Thom - Facebook friends 
of the IFC - saw the posting. They 
were getting ready to return to PV 
and ordered the special baby bottles 

from Amazon and brought them to 
the IFC. 

If you would like to bring a gift 
with you when you return to PV, 
Google “MEDELA HABERMAN 
SPECIAL NEEDS NURSER”. It 
is an expensive product, running 
about $30. each. The IFC estimates 
they will need about 10 per year.  
Cleft palate babies are usually 

unable to breast feed and must use 
a special nipple and squeeze bottle. 

For more information, contact 
the IFC (International Friendship 
Club) at the northeast corner of the 
Rio Cuale Bridge above the HSBC 
Bank. Tel.: 322 222-5466, or 
1-514-418-2123 (toll free from US 
and Canada) Email: Ifcvallarta@
gmail.com  www.ifcvallarta.com
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The Secretaría de Gobernación 
released the guidelines for the immi-
gration process. Honestly, I am a little 
disappointed by some of the require-
ments: some may make it harder for 
foreigners to live, work and retire in 
Mexico. I want to believe that these 
guidelines are temporary and will be 
adjusted over time to encourage fo-
reign investment in Mexico, but we 
shall see.

Here is a very general idea of how 
the new immigration process is going 
to work, I’ll probably publish more in 
depth articles over time and as I get 
practical experience.

Getting a new immigration 
document

If you don’t have an FM3 or FM2 
(No-Inmigrante or Inmigrante) in your 
hand or in process before November 
9th of 2012 and you want residency 
in Mexico, you will have to ask for 
it using the new immigration rules 
that have been published in relation 
to the Ley de Migración of May 25, 
2011. The big change in these immi-
gration rules, apart from the names of 
the immigration documents (which 
in my opinion, really are very super-
ficial changes), is that in most cases 
you will no longer be able to change 
from a “tourist” to a “resident” while 
in Mexico.

If you come from one of the coun-
tries that Mexico has agreed does 
not need a “visa” for entry, you will 
still need to go the nearest Mexican 
Consulate in order to pre-process the 
following types of immigration docu-
ments (which are now called “visas”):

by SOLOMON FREIMUTH

Getting a visa to live in Mexico 
(not an FM3 / FM2)

1. Temporary Residency for stu-
dents.

2. Temporary Residency for people 
not planning on working while in 
Mexico.

3. Permanent Residency for people 
not planning on working while in 
Mexico

The process for any of these do-
cuments is simple enough, but I am 
going to deal with only the last two 
hypotheses in this article.

People who plan on living 
in Mexico and not working

If you are going to live in Mexi-
co and plan on not working, you are 
going to need to prove that you have 
enough money to eat, pay rent and 
go fishing. To get the “visa” to live in 
Mexico for an extended period of time 
and not work, you will need to go to 
the Mexican Consulate nearest you 
with the following:

Identification documents
1.- Passport
2.- A color, passport sized photo 

(1.5″ x 1″)
3.- The document showing your le-

gal presence in the country you are in, 
IF you are not a citizen of that country.

Temporary residents
- Original and copy of proof of in-

vestments or bank accounts with an 

average worth over the previous year 
equivalent to $95,000.00 USD;

- Original and copy of documents 
that prove that the foreigner has had 
for the previous six months an inco-
me from a job (outside of Mexico) or 
a pension that pays at least $1,950.00 
USD per month;

- Proof of a any familiar bond with 
another Temporary or Permanent 
Resident or a marital (or equivalent) 
bond with a Mexican;

- Original and copy of a notarized 
public deed showing ownership (or 
trust rights) to a property in Mexico 
worth at least $195,000.00 USD;

- Proof of participation of at least 
$100,000.00 USD in a Mexican com-
pany;

- Proof of ownership in heavy equi-
pment or machinery in Mexico worth 
more than $100,000.00 USD; OR

- Proof of doing business in Mexico 
and legally creating at least 5 jobs for 
Mexicans.

Please make sure to note the OR in 
that previous list! Any one of the re-
quirements in that list, or the following 
list, will be sufficient to obtain a “visa”. 
Also, these are the requirements for 
people who are planning on NOT 
WORKING while in Mexico, the pro-
cess for people going to Mexico to work 
are different and will be covered later.

Permanent resident
- Original and copy of proof of in-

vestments or bank accounts with an 
average worth over the previous year 
equivalent to $95,000.00 USD;

- Original and copy of documents 
that prove that the foreigner has had 
for the previous six months an inco-
me from a job (outside of Mexico) or 
a pension that pays at least $2,400.00 
USD per month;

- Proof of parent-child bond with a 
Mexican citizen by birth (this would 
be birth certificates of everyone invol-
ved, plus any other documents pro-
ving the citizenship of the Mexican 
citizen);

- Proof of the same parent-child 
bond with another Permanent Resi-
dent; OR

- Proof that you have enough points 
(based on a points system that still 
hasn’t been published).

How long will this take?
That is a great question, and one that 

I hate to ever answer (mañana). Fortu-
nately for you, I think the new process 
will be fairly fast. The law requires 
that the consular visa applications be 
resolved within 10 days of when you 
submit them, hopefully this will be the 
case.

I have my residency “visa”, how 
do I get my residency card?

Come to Mexico. Once you get into 
Mexico you will have another 30 days 
to take your “visa” to the nearest Im-
migration Institute office and they will 
help you with the process of changing 
the “visa” into a residency card (see 
below).

What do I need to take to 
the immigration office?

To change your non-working “visa” 
for a Residency card, you will need to 
take a few things with you to the im-
migration office:

1.- The form that you will fill out 
online

2.- Your passport
3.- Your FMM (the tourist card you 

get when you enter Mexico)
4.- Receipt of payment of the co-

rresponding fees
5.- Three color photos, “infantil” si-

zed (2.5cm x 3cm)
Once you bring all this paperwork 

into Immigration, the process is suppo-
sed to take only 15 days. I’d guess that 
for the next couple of months, while 
everyone is getting used to the new 
system, it might take a little longer.

(Source: www.dof.gob.mx/nota_detalle.
php?codigo=5276966&fecha=08/11/2012) 

Solomon Freimuth lives in Playa del 
Carmen, Quintana Roo with a his lovely 
wife and young son. Mr. Freimuth’s legal 
practice is focused on giving guidance 
and help to the foreign community in the 
Riviera Maya. When not working, Mr. 
Freimuth enjoys spending time with his 
family, exploring the natural wonders of 
the Riviera Maya and participating in 
the local community. 
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Ever wonder what the pilgrims 
and their Native American guests 
really ate at the first feast? The 
truth may surprise you. Contrary to 
popular belief, they didn’t sit down 
to a meal featuring turkey, corn, 
cranberries, and pumpkin pie (in 
fact, they didn’t even have forks!).

Travel back to Plymouth and 
discover some of the humble 
origins of Thanksgiving traditions 
we celebrate today and what the 
original celebration was actually 
like!

First Thanksgiving
In 1621 the Plymouth colonists 

and the Wampanoag Indians 

About Thanksgiving…

shared an autumn harvest feast 
which is now known as the first 
Thanksgiving. While cooking 
methods and table etiquette have 
changed as the holiday has evolved, 
the meal is still consumed today 
with the same spirit of celebration 
and overindulgence.

What was actually 
on the menu?

What foods topped the table at 
the first harvest feast? Following 
is a list of the foods that were 
available to the colonists at the time 
of the 1621 feast. The only two 
items that historians know for sure 
were on the menu are venison and 

wild fowl, which are mentioned in 
primary sources. 

Foods that may have 
been on the menu:

Seafood: cod, eel, clams, lobster. 
Wild fowl: wild turkey, goose, 
duck, crane, swan, partridge, 
eagles. Meat: venison, seal. 
Grain: wheat flour, Indian corn. 
Vegetables: pumpkin, peas, beans, 
onions, lettuce, radishes, carrots. 
Fruit: plums, grapes. Nuts: walnuts, 
chestnuts, acorns. Herbs and 
seasonings: olive oil, liverwort, 
leeks, dried currants, parsnips.

What was not on the menu:
Surprisingly, the following foods, 

all considered staples of the modern 
Thanksgiving meal, didn’t appear 
on the pilgrims’ first feast table: 
ham, sweet potatoes/potatoes, 
corn on the cob, cranberry sauce, 
pumpkin pie, chicken/eggs, milk. 
People tend to think of English food 
at bland, but, in fact, the pilgrims 
used many spices, including 
cinnamon, ginger, nutmeg, pepper, 
and dried fruit, in sauces for meats.

17th Century table manners:
The pilgrims didn’t use forks; they 

ate with spoons, knives, and their 
fingers. They wiped their hands 
on large cloth napkins which they 
also used to pick up hot morsels of 
food. People would have sprinkled 
salt on their food. Pepper, however, 
was something that they used for 
cooking but wasn’t available on the 
table.

Back then, a person’s social 
standing determined what he or 
she ate. The best food was placed 
next to the most important people. 
People didn’t tend to sample 
everything that was on the table 
(as we do today), they just ate what 
was closest to them.

Serving in the 17th century was 
very different; people weren’t 
served their meals individually. 
Foods were served onto the table 
and then people took the food from 
the table and ate it. 
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And the pilgrims didn’t eat in 
courses as we do today. All of the 
different types of foods were placed 
on the table at the same time and 
people ate in any order they chose. 
Sometimes there were two courses, 
but each of them would contain 
meat dishes, puddings, and sweets.

Mayflower Myths
The reason that we have so 

many myths associated with 
Thanksgiving is that it is an 
invented tradition. 

It doesn’t originate in any one 
event. It is based on the New 
England puritan Thanksgiving, 
which is a religious Thanksgiving, 
and the traditional harvest 
celebrations of England and New 
England and maybe other ideas like 
commemorating the pilgrims. All of 
these have been gathered together 
and transformed into something 
different from the original parts. - 
James W. Baker, Senior Historian 
at Plimoth Plantation

Myth: The first Thanksgiving was 
in 1621 and the pilgrims celebrated 
it every year thereafter.

Fact: The first feast wasn’t 
repeated, so it wasn’t the 

beginning of a tradition. In fact, 
the colonists didn’t even call 
the day Thanksgiving. To them, 
a thanksgiving was a religious 
holiday in which they would go 
to church and thank God for a 
specific event, such as the winning 
of a battle. On such a religious 
day, the types of recreational 
activities that the pilgrims and 
Wampanoag Indians participated 
in during the 1621 harvest feast - 
dancing, singing secular songs, 
playing games -wouldn’t have been 
allowed. The feast was a secular 
celebration, so it never would have 
been considered a thanksgiving in 
the pilgrims’ minds.

Myth: The original Thanksgiving 
feast took place on the fourth 
Thursday of November.

Fact: The original feast in 1621 
occurred sometime between 
September 21 and November 11. 
Unlike our modern holiday, it was 
three days long. The event was 
based on English harvest festivals, 
which traditionally occurred 
around the 29th of September. After 
that first harvest was completed 
by the Plymouth colonists, Gov. 
William Bradford proclaimed a day 

of thanksgiving and prayer, shared 
by all the colonists and neighboring 
Indians. In 1623 a day of fasting and 
prayer during a period of drought 
was changed to one of thanksgiving 
because the rain came during the 
prayers. Gradually the custom 
prevailed in New England of 
annually celebrating thanksgiving 
after the harvest.

During the American Revolution 
a yearly day of national 
thanksgiving was suggested by 
the Continental Congress. In 
1817 New York State adopted 
Thanksgiving Day as an annual 
custom, and by the middle of the 
19th century many other states had 
done the same. In 1863, President 
Abraham Lincoln appointed a 
day of thanksgiving as the last 
Thursday in November, which he 
may have correlated it with the 
November 21, 1621, anchoring of 
the Mayflower at Cape Cod. Since 
then, each president has issued a 
Thanksgiving Day proclamation. 
President Franklin D. Roosevelt 
set the date for Thanksgiving to 
the fourth Thursday of November 
in 1939 (approved by Congress in 
1941).

Myth: The Mayflower was 
headed for Virginia, but due to a 
navigational mistake it ended up in 
Cape Cod, Massachusetts.

Fact: The Pilgrims were in fact 
planning to settle in Virginia, but not 
the modern-day state of Virginia. 
They were part of the Virginia 
Company, which had the rights to 
most of the eastern seaboard of the 
U.S. The pilgrims had intended 
to go to the Hudson River region 
in New York State, which would 
have been considered “Northern 
Virginia,” but they landed in Cape 
Cod instead. Treacherous seas 
prevented them from venturing 
further south.

*Source: Kathleen Curtin, Food 
Historian at Plimouth Plantation.
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Mexicans remember and 
celebrate the Revolution of 1910 
to 1920 every year on the 20th of 
November. This day is referred to as 
el Día de la Revolución, or commonly 
as el veinte de noviembre.

The third Monday of November is 
a national holiday in Mexico in honor 
of Revolution Day.

The day is marked with parades 
and civic ceremonies throughout the 
country, including Puerto Vallarta. 
There is a large parade in Mexico 
City’s Zocalo, as well as speeches and 
official ceremonies. In cities and towns 
throughout Mexico, schoolchildren 
dressed as revolutionaries participate 
in local parades. The revolution 
began in 1910, initiated by Francisco 
I. Madero to oust President Porfirio 
Diaz who had been in power for over 
30 years.

The Mexican Revolution lasted 
from 1910 to around 1920 - a time of 
political and social unrest in Mexican 

Revolution Day

20 de noviembre

history – coming to an end with the 
promulgation of a new constitution.

Porfirio Diaz had been in power 
for over 30 years when he gave an 
interview with American journalist 
James Creelman in 1908 in which 
he stated that Mexico was ready for 
democracy and that the president 
to follow him should be elected 
democratically. He said that he looked 
forward to the formation of opposing 
political parties. Francisco Madero, a 
lawyer from Coahuila, took Diaz at 
his word and decided to run against 
him in the 1910 elections.

Diaz (who apparently hadn’t really 
meant what he said to Creelman) had 
Madero imprisoned and declared 
himself the winner of the elections. 
Madero wrote the Plan de San Luis 
Potosi which called for the people of 
Mexico to rise up in arms against the 
president on November 20th, 1910.

The Serdan family of Puebla, 
planning to join with Madero, had 

arms stockpiled in their home when 
they were discovered on November 
18th, two days before the revolution 
was to begin. The first battle of the 
revolution took place in their home, 
now a museum dedicated to the 
revolution.

Madero, along with his supporters, 
Francisco “Pancho” Villa, who led 
troops in the North, and Emiliano 
Zapata, who led troops of campesinos 
to the cry of “Â¡Tierra y Libertad!” 
(Land and Freedom!) in the South, 
were victorious in overthrowing Diaz, 
who fled to France where he remained 
in exile until his death in 1915.

Madero was elected president. 
Up to that point the revolutionaries 
had had a common goal, but with 
Madero as president, their differences 
became obvious. Zapata and Villa had 
been fighting for social and agrarian 
reform, whereas Madero had mainly 
been interested in making political 
changes.

On November 25th, 1911, Zapata 
proclaimed the Plan de Ayala which 
stated that the goal of the revolution 
was for land to be redistributed among 
the poor. He and his followers rose up 
against Madero and his government. 
From February 9th to 19th, 1913, the 
Decena Tragica (the Tragic Ten 
Days) took place in Mexico City.

General Victoriano Huerta, who 
had been leading the federal troops, 
turned on Madero and had him 
imprisoned (again). Huerta then took 
over the presidency and had Madero 
and vice-president Jose Maria Pino 
Suarez executed.

In March 1913, Venustiano 
Carranza, governor of Coahuila, 
proclaimed his Plan de Guadalupe, 
which rejected Huerta’s government 
and planned a continuation of 
Madero’s policies. He formed the 
Constitutionalist army, and Villa, 
Zapata and Orozco joined in with him 
and overthrew Huerta in July 1914.

In the Convención de Aguascalientes 
of 1914, the differences between 
the revolutionaries again came to 
the forefront. Villistas, Zapatistas 
and Carrancistas were divided. 
Carranza, defending the interests of 
the upper classes was backed up by 
the United States. Villa crossed the 
border into the U.S. and attacked 
Columbus, New Mexico. The U.S. 
sent troops into Mexico to capture 
him but they were unsuccessful. In 
the south, Zapata divided up land and 
gave it to the campesinos, but he was 
eventually forced to seek refuge in 
the mountains.

In 1917, Carranza formed a new 
Constitution which brought about 
some social and economical changes. 
Zapata maintained the rebellion in 
the south until he was assassinated on 
April 10, 1919. Carranza remained 
president until 1920. Villa was 
pardoned in 1920, but was killed on 
his ranch in 1923.

Results of the revolution: It was 
successful in getting rid of Porfirio 
Diaz, and since the revolution 
no president has governed for 
longer than the prescribed six 
years in office. The PRI (Partido 
Revolucionario Institucionalizado - 
the Institutionalized Revolutionary 
Party) political party was a fruit 
of the revolution, and maintained 
the presidency from the time of the 
revolution until Vicente Fox of the 
PAN (Partido de Accion Nacional - 
National Action Party) was elected 
president in 2000.
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Colectika Ancestral Contemporary Art Gallery 
is a new space that we have created in the hope that 
it will make you look at some very old traditions 
in a whole new way.  Some artists of Mexican 
folk art have recently transformed their work from 
simple primitive pieces to fine art that is collected 
by museums and institutions the world over.

We feature alibrije wood carvings from Jacobo 
and Maria Angeles, wood carvings and paintings 
by Julia Fuentes, wool rugs by Jacobo Mendoza, 
paper maché sculptures by Ricardo Linares, paper 
maché and wire figures by Mario Saulo Moreno, 
paintings and ceramics from Demetrio Aguilar, 
and ceramics from the workshop of Alfonso 
Castillo, but the best recognized artists we work 
with are undoubtedly the Huichol.  

Their bright, colorful art can be seen in the 
market and shops all over town.  Although there 
are literally thousands of Huichol artists, very 
few have been able to create a distinguishable 
style that separates their work from the rest of the 
market.  Today Huichol like Luis Castro, Neikame 
Carrillo, Santos Bautista and Florencio Lopez are 
taking the art to a whole new level.  Florencio 
Lopez is the only son of Jacinto Lopez, one of the 
pioneers of the art.  We import Czech #13 ‘micro’ 
beads that are half the size of the regular beads for 
Florencio to work with.  

The ‘micro’ bead is four times the work of 
the regular bead but the details are absolutely 
amazing.  Santos Bautista is the grandson of 
Antonio Bautista and, together with his father Jose 
and his uncle Francisco, was one of the authors 
of the ‘Vocho Huichol’, the bug that was beaded 
from bumper to bumper.  Santos is one of the 
original bead artists, his experience reflects in his 
work.  Instead of creating a patchwork of symbols, 
Santos work tends to flow from top to bottom and 
the new iridescent and earth tone beads we import 
for him give his pieces a softer touch.  

Neikame is a yarn artist who has incorporated 
surrealism to his work.  His mixed medium 
pieces incorporate beads, yarn and acrylic paint 
which add real depth to them.  Luis Castro is 
the frandson of Daniel Castro and son of Eliseo 
Castro.  He pays homage to his ancestors by 
showing them in skeletal form in his yarn art.  
Natives in Mexico believe your soul lives on in 
your bones, therefore to show one in skeletal 
form is to honor their soul.  These select artists 
are breathing new life into traditional art, we 
hope you take the time to come by and let us 
show you not only where the art comes from 
but more importantly where it is going.

Coleckita Mexican Folk Gallery is located 
at 858 Guadalupe Sanchez, corner of Allende, 
open Monday to Saturday from 12 noon to 8 
p.m. Tel.: 222-1007.  

Email: peyotepeople@yahoo.com

Colectika
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JOE HARRINGTONby

His movie suffers from the same 
problem all time travel movies suffer 
from – the inevitable problem of a 
paradox.  The old saw goes as follows:  
A genius in the future invents a time 
machine.  He hates his grandfather for 
having beaten him up when he was 
a child. So the angry genius travels 
back in time and kills his grandfather 
when he was very young.  Grandpa 
never grows up – never marries, 
his son never is born so neither 
is the mad scientist.  Ergo he 
was never born to invent a 
time machine and go back and 
kill his grandpa so grandpa 
is born, beats the hell out of 
his grandkid who grows up to 
invent a time machine and goes 
back to murder his kin.  That 
is what is known as a closed 
circle or a Mobius Strip.

An example: In Terminator, 
the robot and future governor 
of California travels back to 
kill Sarah Conner so that she 
cannot have a son – John - who 
becomes leader of the human 
resistance against a robot takeover.  
Robot kills two other Sarah Conner 
and then heads for the one that is 
the real target.  Now let’s move to 
the future – the robots wait for John 
Conner to disappear – having never 
been born.  He doesn’t so they know 
the robot assassin failed.  They do a 
little research and learn two Sarah 
Conners died on the same day.  They 
send back another terminator with 
instructions to head immediately for 
the right Sarah.   

Looper Bingo - she dies, no son – no John.  
But this movie has even a bigger 
paradox.  The future leader sends 
back one of his best men to protect 
his mother in the past.  He does, falls 
in love, and becomes the father of the 
future John.  If the robots never sent a 
terminator back to the past the human 
protector would never have had to go 
into the past to protect Sarah – and 
bingo – no John in the future.          

If the first two paragraphs don’t 
send you scuttling to have a drink 
then nothing will.

In Looper, the plot line is as follows:  
Thirty years in the future a time 
machine is discovered.  Somehow 
the mobsters in the future decide to 
send people they want whacked back 
thirty years where they have assassins 
called Loopers who immediately 
execute them.  

Throughout all of history bad 
guys have had no problem whacking 
enemies in the moment.  Why go 
through all the convoluted gymnastics 
of sending a person back thirty years 

to kill him?  There is a throwaway 
line in the beginning of the movie 
that it is very hard to dispose of a 
body in 2044 – something to do with 
“tracking.”  It is not fully explained 
as a lot of things in this movie aren’t.  
Why only thirty years in the past?  
No explanation.  Why pay someone 
to get rid of an enemy when you have 
access to a time machine? Why not 
just send them back to the Jurassic era 
and let a T-Rex have a snack?   

The question of paradoxes in time 
travel does come up in the movie.  
How is it handled?  A man says 
something like, “It’s too complicated 
to discuss.”  Huh?  Come on – have a 
think tank, come up with something a 
little more reasonable.

The first half of this movie is very 
confusing but things settle down 
into a pretty enjoyable and easy to 
understand once we get to Kansas 
and a lovely mother’s farm out in the 
boonies.

The movie is basically Carrie meets 
the terminator.  And why do any of 

this if you are a mobster with access 
to thirty years in the past?  Why not, 
as was done in Time Cop, go back 
to October 1929 and start buying 
stock after Black Friday?         

How did this film fare with 
the Rotten Tomatoes crowd?  A 
miserable 14% is how.  I didn’t 
think it was very good, but I did 
think it was better than that.  A time 
machine movie that would avoid 
all complications would be for the 
machine to only go into the future 
but never backwards.  But, with the 
way the world is going, who would 
want to do that?

Recommendation: if you 
desperately need to watch a time 

machine movie watch any of the three 
Back to the Future flicks – Michael J. 
Fox looks like he is having the time 
of his life in all three, and they may 
not be logical, but at least they are 
funny and entertaining.

 
Joe is an internationally published 

true crime writer.  You can send 
him comments or criticism at 
JoeMovieMadness@Yahoo.com.  
Artwork by Bob Crabb.
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Nino Magaña – born in Guadalajara in 
1970, he is one of 10 brothers. He began 
painting at the age of 8, and enjoyed it, but 
never thought it would lead to a life as a 
professional artist. At 15 his life changed, 
on a visit to the Instituto Cultural Cabanas, 
when he stood in front of a painting “Jorge  
González Camarena”  entitled:  “El Abrazo” 
(The Embrace). “This painting to this day is 
engraved in my mind, because it awoke in me 
the true calling to be a painter, which almost 

20 years later I am still 
practicing. His work remains a real motivation for me.” 
After completing 3 years of his Art degree, he left to work 
as a commercial painter (birds, still lives, landscapes) 
which helped him develop his skill and discipline, and 
gave him an income to explore and develop his own 
style. He painted murals in Mexico, Los Angeles and 
San Francisco. “After winning my first award at the 
Salon Octubre in 1990, I had the confidence and freedom 
to express freely my passion for art.”  In 2008, he found 
time to return to university and finish his degree in 
music. Aside from painting, he loves to spend time with 
his wife and two children, who are a great support to 
him, as the life of an artist has many ups and downs. He 
is disciplined in his art, his personal diet and his Hindu 

practices. His other passions are cooking in the kitchen with his wife, 
playing the piano and guitar. 
He has a Masters Degree in 
art and he is committed to the 
dissemination and promotion 
of culture.

This year marks the 100th 
anniversary of the release of the first 
blues recordings, including “Memphis 
Blues” in 1912. Since its inception, 
many other genres of popular music 
have incorporated some form of the 
blues. Most of us are aware that the 
blues often center around deep sad 
moments of depression that translated 
into song; the blues originated in the 
late 19th century with the African-
American slaves.

In her latest production “Shades 
of The Blues”, local crooner Mikki 
Prost wants to celebrate The Blues 
and their profound impact on our 
culture today. Her goal is to entertain 
you with her resonating and soulful 
voice, and inspire you with anecdotes 

How did the Blues get that way?
and some historical significance of 
many of the songs she sings. Prost 
says, “Music always invokes special 
memories for me, and I enjoy doing 
that for others through my music.” 
Her goal through this show is to leave 
you with memories of time past, and 
a reminder of how good it’s gotten 
since then.

Joining forces with Mikki in 
“Shades of The Blues” is Jarrett 
Lewis, a talented local musician who 
serenades us with his saxophone, 
clarinet and flute throughout the 
show.

This intimate performance of 
“Shades of The Blues” hits the 
Paradise Stage every Wednesday 
night at 7:30 pm. But why not make 

a whole night of it? The Paradise 
Community Center’s International 
Food Fair & Market starts at 4:00 
p.m. And Happy Hour in Paradise 
starts at 6:30 p.m., taking you right 
up to Mikki’s show. 

Tickets are only $200 pesos, 
available for purchase at www.
paradisecommunitycenter.com or 
at the door. There are also a limited 
number of VIP seating tickets for 
$300 pesos that include special seats 
and two Paradise Margaritas.

The Paradise Community Center is 
located at 127 Pulpito in the Romantic 
Zone, across from Coco’s Kitchen, up 
from La Palapa Restaurant on Pulpito. 
100% of the profits from all events at 
the PCC go to CompassioNet Impact 
Mexico, to help make a sustainable 
difference for the disadvantaged in 
our community.

Miguel Angel Serrano Martin del 
Campo was born in Lagos de Moreno, 
Jalisco, Mexico. “To observe the 
craftsmanship of the people we reach 
deep down to uncover their deepest 
feelings, their festivals, their customs, 
their thoughts. There is a phrase by 
Walter Gropios that says: ‘There 
does not exist a substantial difference 
between craftsman and artist, the 

artist is an inspired craftsman.’ And I believe that it’s a mix that never fully 
merges together. Each of my works represents 
a knot in the fabric that I forge day by day. 
For that reason, in each of my pieces I seek to 
make them unique. Each creation is the result 
of the past, present and future.”  In 1997, he 
traveled to the city of Florence, Italy, where he 
lived until 2007.  For four years, he directed 
the design area of a ceramic factory “cotto” in 
the town of Strada in Chianti. Miguel Angel 
is a great admirer and lover of “art nouveau”, 
geometry, insects, animals and plants in 
general.  “My work revolves mainly around 
three elements: Metamorphosis, Change and 
Movement. I am currently developing a project 
called ‘Mixed Beings’ -  A series of sculptures 
in which the botanical world, animals, minerals, insects, objects and the 
human being are intertwined.  I define it as ‘mixed beings’, but also as 
‘beings of light’ - Beings who are born of light and follow the light (born 
and reborn). As the plants (tropism toward light) Tropism: total or partial 
movement of organisms in response to a stimulus. Born as a man and be 
reborn as a cock ‘Rooster-Man.’”
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With ten successful years under 
her belt as a career economist, and a 
hard-won degree in that discipline, 
Maria Fontanals was financially 
comfortable and poised for a well-
deserved promotion at the Barcelona, 
Spain, utilities company where she 
worked.  But her inner voice nagged 
relentlessly, prodding her to leave 
the security of her corporate post 
and pursue her passion for acting 
in earnest.  Despite admonishments 
from her concerned parents and 
tempting enticements from her 
employer, the then-37-year-old set 
out for New York’s prestigious HB 

NORMA SCHUHby

To be or not to be (an economist)... 
That was the question!

Studio, to pursue a summer intensive 
in acting, subsequently awarded a 
full-time acting scholarship …and 
earned her living as a working actor 
both in New York and Barcelona.

Presently in Puerto Vallarta 
where she is spending 9-hour-
days rehearsing for her demanding 
role in Oleanna, which opens at 
the Boutique Theatre, November 
23, Maria is delighted to be acting 
alongside Vallarta’s Michael Gibney, 
a fellow student at HB Studio, 
whom she met during her summer 
intensive there.  Maria and Michael 
(whom Vallarta audiences may 

know from his memorable role as 
Sheriff Ed Earl Dodd in Best Little 
Whorehouse in Texas, performed last 
season at Boutique Theatre) shared 
the stage in HB Studio Theater’s 
production of Brilliant Traces.  The 
experience was so positive that when 
casting Oleanna, Michael and his 
partner Edoardo Rocha (who will 
direct Oleanna) went to New York, 
auditioned Maria for the role of Carol, 
and flew her to Vallarta to begin work 
on Pulitzer Prize-winning playwright 
David Mamet’s controversial and 
emotionally charged drama of power 
and pedagogy. 

As an actor, knowing yourself and 
playing from your own humanness, 
is critical to the audience connecting 
with your character, otherwise 
you risk being a caricature or one-
dimensional stereotype, she believes.  
Certainly not every character is one 
with whom you as a human being 
resonate.   However, you seek to 
understand and connect with the 
character’s circumstances and 
motivation. Such is the case with 
her current role as Carol in Oleanna, 
the young student who becomes 
embroiled in a war of words and wits 
with her college professor (John/
Michael Gibney), catapulting their 
lives into a ruinous battleground for 
justice and retribution. 

While the audience grapples 
with Who is right?  Who is wrong?  
Whose truth is real? - filtering the 
on-stage reality through their own 
respective mindsets and potential 
biases - Maria/Carol must (and does) 
answer those questions for herself 
and feels clearly vindicated/justified 
in her actions, coupled with their 
devastating consequences - in order 
to successfully engage the audience 
and remain true to the playwright’s 
intent.

Despite the demanding rehearsal 
schedule, Maria is grateful to the 
newly created performing arts 
collaboration, No Name Productions 
- which is mounting Oleanna in 
Vallarta - for the opportunity to 
pursue her passion and express 
herself.  “Theatre - whether comedic 
or dramatic - is food for your soul.   
It is an ongoing discovery process 
that allows the audience and actor 
alike to identify with situations and 
characters, hopefully provoking 
a better understanding of life and 
oneself.”  Oleanna provides a 
forum to demonstrate the human 
struggle for power, the challenge of 
communication within a relationship, 
and the results of misinformation/
misinterpretation.

Oleanna runs Nov. 23-Dec. 9 at the Boutique Theatre.
Performances begin at 8:00 p.m. except for 5:00 p.m. Sunday 

matinées. Tickets ($250 pesos) can be purchased at: 1) the Saturday 
Co-op Market (Paradise Community Center); NV Bookstore (216 
Basilio Badillo); the Boutique Theatre Box Office (330 Naranjo one 
hour before every show) and on-line through the Boutique Theatre 
website, www.boutiquetheatre.ca via PayPal.
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From Broadway legend and Tony Nominee, 
Sharon McNight, to the hilarious Emmy-Award 
winning Leslie Jordan (*Will and Grace, The 
Help*) telling his “Stories I Can’t Tell My Mama”, 
to local singer Jorge Acosta, The Palm Cabaret has 
many surprises, musical treats and laughs in store 
for you this season. Returning favorites like Kim 
Kuzma, Joanna and Sol Rose, add to the excitement. 
“You won’t want to miss a single artist this season! 
The line-up is the best we’ve ever had,” says Mark 
Rome, founder of the Palm.

Kicking off Thanksgiving Week and the 
2012/2013 season, returning for his third 
consecutive season, is the hilarious (and often 
touching) vocal impressionist, singer and comedian 
Mark Alan Smith. Mark Alan opens on Friday, Nov. 
16 at 10 p.m. and runs through Thanksgiving week. 
“All of Mark Alan’s character voices are live. There 
is never any lip synch in these shows,” says Tracy Parks, entertainment 
coordinator for The Palm, “although people constantly ask at the door 
‘was that really his voice?’ Yes, it was, I tell them.”

Joining the Thanksgiving line-up with two special shows of her own is 
the charming and beautiful Chi Chi Rones (a.k.a. Emmy Award Winning 
writer and singer Peter Garcia). Chi Chi is famous for her Los Muertos 
beach parachute entrance to Puerto Vallarta last season and her burro 
serenades down Olas Altas. Her show opens Monday, Nov. 19 at 8 p.m. 
for two consecutive nights. Chi Chi will be a frequent guest artist at The 
Palm, making numerous appearances as she has decided to take a break 
from Hollywood and spend the winter with us in her home country of 
Mexico!

Thanksgiving week also brings back the hilarious Joanna, “The Gal 
with a Gazillion Voices”, who always keeps the crowd coming back for 
more. 

The Palm Cabaret & Bar
kicks off exciting new season!

Joanna has many new characters (all live, no lip synch), stories, and 
stage games in store for her lively audiences in her newly titled show, 
“Joanna’s Funhouse” which will open Tuesday Nov. 20 and run each 
Tuesday and Saturday at 10 p.m. thru the season.

Vallarta’s favorite Canadian songstress, the gorgeous Kim Kuzma, is in 
rehearsals for her new ‘Unplugged with Spanish Guitars’ show, the sell-

out hit of last season which is scheduled to return on Nov. 
25 at 7 p.m. and run each Sunday at 7 p.m. Kim’s new solo 
show will be at 10 p.m. on Wednesdays thru the season.

To make attending shows easier, follow The Palm’s 
website: www.ThePalmPV.com <http://www.thepalmp 
v.com/> to be sure you don’t miss upcoming headliners 
like Leslie Jordan, Sharon McNight, Toronto’s Miss 
Conception, Kelly Mantle (nephew of Mickey), Amy and 
Freddy, Del Shores (Sordid Lives), Sol Rose, Michael 
Holmes in The Judy Show, and the return of the fabulous 
Joelle Rabu! Theatre goers can also purchase tickets for 
all the Act II Entertainment shows scheduled this season 
including “The Rocky Horror Show” currently playing 
Thursdays, Fridays and Saturdays thru Dec. 29. Tickets for 
all shows may be purchased online and sent to ‘will call’ 
for pick up (no need to print) again this year, with a credit 
card / PayPal.

The Palm is located at 508 Olas Altas. The Box Office 
opens 3 hours before show time. You can also find the Palm 
on Facebook at *The Palm Cabaret and Bar*, or phone 
the club at 222-0277 starting at 5 p.m. nightly.
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The U.S. Thanksgiving holiday is right around the corner. 
Traditionally, this meal is a feast of diverse flavors and textures. 
Choosing wines to complement these elements need not be a 
daunting experience. Here are a few tips for selecting the perfect 
wine to accompany your traditional Thanksgiving meal.

A good starting point in making your wine selection is to 
avoid wines with too much tannic structure. A Cabernet or a 
very oakey Malbec will tend to overwhelm the fairly delicate 
flavors of the meal.

If white wine is your preference, consider a dry Riesling 
or a Chardonnay-Viognier blend (we suggest Louis Latour 
“Duet”) as both wines offer crisp fruit flavors and light herb 
notes that compliment the food and not overpower it. 

by NINA GOODHOPE

Wines for your Thanksgiving feast
About Wines & Spirits

Or you may want to consider pairing your meal with a dry 
Rosé, such as Chat-en-Oeuf Rosé or, if you lean towards sweeter 
wines, select a good quality white Zinfandel. These “pink” wines 
will complement everything from appetizers to dessert.

For people who prefer red wine, there are a couple of nice 
options that pair beautifully with this traditional dinner. A French 
Beaujolais, made from Gamay grapes, served slightly chilled, is 
a fresh, fruity and light-bodied wine with cherry and plum notes 
and a touch of pepper on the finish. Another option is Firesteed 
Pinot Noir, which will have a bit more body (due in part to a bit 
of oak aging) plus the dark fruit notes and peppery finish make 
for good pairing with your feast.

When all is said and done, whether you are hosting the meal, 
going out to one of the many Puerto Vallarta restaurants serving 
traditional Thanksgiving dinners, or if you are an invited guest 
to someone’s home (be sure to bring a bottle or two!), the most 
important thing is to drink what you like!

Cheers!

Nina Goodhope is a wine and spirits aficionado as well as 
the co-proprietor of Cork+Bottle located in Los Mercados, 265 
Aquiles Serdan in the Romantic Zone on the south side of town. 
She enjoys fine wines and great food to pair them with. Stop in 
and ask her any wine or spirits questions you may have. Tel.: 
222-2806. www.losmercadospv.com
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Sometimes we all need more than just chips, 
guacamole and margaritas.  Archie’s Wok is your 
haven for bold and innovative flavors to get you out 
of that Mexican rut!  

Since 1986, Archie’s Wok has been legendary 
in Banderas Bay for serving-up original cuisine 
influenced by the exotic flavors of Thailand, China, 
and the Philippines.  Archie’s helped establish the 
culinary foundation of Puerto Vallarta and continues 
to be one of the bay’s most beloved, longtime 
established restaurants.

It all began in 1976 when Archie was asked to become 
Hollywood director John Huston’s private chef at his 
personal retreat on Banderas Bay’s south shore.   Only 
reachable by boat, Las Caletas (The Coves) was John 
Huston’s rustic jungle villa by the sea.

There’s more to our history than just great flavors
The shopping adventure:  Hosting a party for 

John Huston’s celebrity guests in the jungle was 
always an adventure… a shopping adventure!  First, 
off on a boat for 25 minutes north to the inlet called 
Boca de Tomatlan, then into the car for a 14-mile 
run to Vallarta.  Next, Archie would scour all of the 
markets throughout the town, finding only the freshest 
ingredients, and then the return trip before items 
spoiled in the tropical heat.  Today, Archie’s family 
upholds his legacy of only using the freshest local 
ingredients at this tranquil Asian-inspired restaurant.

So when you finally say “no more tacos,” head 
on over to Archie’s Wok and discover a world of 
flavors. Named “Best Asian” in Vallarta for the past 
8 years.  Ask about their “gluten free” options.  Open 
Monday through Saturday from 2 to 11 p.m. The ever-
popular d’Rachael continues to perform classical and 
contemporary music on harp, flute & vocals each 
Friday and Saturday evenings from 7:30 to 10:30 p.m.  
Located in Vallarta’s South Side at 130 Francisca 
Rodriguez.  You know the street, the one that meets 
the new pier. 222-0411. No reservations needed.

For Eastern Indians, they were “sassamanesh.” 
Cape Cod Pequots and South Jersey Leni-Lenape 
tribes called them “ibimi,” or bitter berry. And the 
Algonquins of Wisconsin dubbed the fruit “atoqua”. 
But it was the early German and Dutch settlers who 
started calling it the “crane berry” because of the 
flower’s resemblance to the 
head and bill of a crane. And 
finally, that was the name that 
stuck.

Cranberries are one of the 
most unique fruit in the world. 
One of only three fruit native 
to North America, cranberries 
grow in the wild on long-
running vines in sandy bogs 
and marshes. While they’re primarily harvested in 
the Northeast, cranberries also grow in other parts 
of North America, like Wisconsin and the Pacific 
Northwest.

It was Native Americans who first took advantage 
of the cranberry’s many natural attributes. By mixing 
mashed cranberries with deer meat, they made a 
survival food called pemmicana. 

Cranberries weren’t always ‘cranberries’
They also believed in the medicinal value of the 

cranberry, using it in poultices to draw poison from 
arrow wounds. And the rich red juice of the cranberry 
was used as a natural dye for rugs, blankets and 
clothing.  All just some of the reasons the cranberry 
has been called the ‘wonderberry’.

But even with its many uses, 
cranberries weren’t farmed on 
a large scale until the 1800s. At 
first, growers picked the berries by 
hand. They then developed a more 
efficient dry harvesting technique, 
later revolutionizing the process 
with an idea called wet harvesting. 
By flooding the bog with water, the 
cranberry’s buoyancy allows it to 

float to the surface, where they are collected. 
And did you know?... 
- During World War II, American troops required 

about one million pounds of dehydrated cranberries 
per year as a source of vitamin C.

- Americans consume some 400 million pounds of 
cranberries a year, close to 80 million of them during 
Thanksgiving week.
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ANNA REISMANby

What excitement! All over 
town, Mexican tourists streaming 
in for the long weekend (known 
as puente in Spanish, i.e. bridge) 
granted to them by the government 
that decided that they deserved 
such respites from time to time. 
This one is in honor of El Día de 
la Revolución - Revolution Day 
– although the real date falls on 
Tuesday. There won’t be a single 
parking spot to be had within 
four blocks of the beaches. Music 
all over the place, laughter, a 
wonderful parade, filled with 
children, sunshine, warmth and 
suddenly cool nights. Bravo!

Last year, I noted that those who 
drove in from surrounding towns, 
the State Capital of Guadalajara or 
the Bajío, demonstrated exceptional 
patience. I guess they really had 
no choice. I think the same thing 
will happen again, as has become 
customary in this resort, with the 
authorities deciding to continue the 
roadwork along the town’s main 
arteries, causing unimaginable 
traffic jams. Last Friday, as my 
friend and I were trying to deliver 
paper to all the condo towers along 
the southbound highway, we ended 
up as one of the cars backed up for 
a whole kilometer.  Most of us just 
turned our motors off. Some folks 
got out of their cars to go chat with 
other drivers… And the fact that 
there appears to be no rhyme nor 
reason to the way they are doing 
that work in unconnected segments 
doesn’t help matters either.

Once again, as has become 
customary in this resort, you can 
expect the ATMs to run out of cash 

by Saturday afternoon. It is one of 
the many regular occurrences that I 
have never understood. Every year, 
we hear the same complaints from 
tourists. (We who live here know 
to withdraw whatever we thing 
we’ll need for the duration, ahead 
of time.) Do the companies that 
refill those machines really forget 
to check their calendars for holiday 
periods – every year? I have no 
answers.

There were a few things that made 
me chuckle recently. One was the 
sign that is still up on the glass door 
at the Gutierrez Rizo supermarket 
that has been closed since May. It 
reads: “Contrary to popular belief, 
we are still open for business…”  
I guess I shouldn’t laugh, but you 
have to admit, though it’s sad, it’s 
still funny.

Many years ago, I used 
to award “bricks and 
bouquets” to various 
and sundry. I was 
reminded of that when 
we received a phone 
call from the Tourism 
Bureau, informing us of 
the opening of a Tourist 
Information module on 
Pino Suarez, in the square 
where Lazaro Cardenas Park is 
situated, atop the parking garage. 
They wanted extra copies of the PV 
Mirror. Bouquets to Carlos Gerard, 
the new head of the municipal 
tourism department and to his 
team for realizing how popular / 
important that part of town is for 
locals and tourists alike!

Who knows? He might even 
be able to convince the people 
who “operate” Marina Vallarta 
to allow the businesses there 
to organize events along their 
Malecon, like they did a while 
back …until they were stopped.  
As a matter of fact, while he’s at it, 
Carlos might look into putting up a 
sign along the road that leads from 
the airport into town, indicating the 

exit to Marina Vallarta. 
Heck, unless they’re 
going to stay at one of the 
beautiful hotels or condos 
there, tourists don’t even 
know that our gorgeous 
Marina with its 500 yachts 

exists! In case you didn’t 
know, Marina Vallarta is 

one of the very few along the 
entire Pacific coastline of Mexico 

that marine insurance companies 
deem to be a “safe harbor”! And 
it’s such a pretty place, full of shops 
and restaurants and just plain fun. 
Which always makes me think of 
those folks who vacation at the 
all-inclusive hotels along the north 
shore of the Bay, in our neighboring 
state of Nayarit, never leaving their 
hotels, then returning home to 
tell everyone that they’ve been to 
Mexico… They might as well be 
in any beach resort in the world 
(that serves Tequila, guacamole 
and plays Mariachi music...) Many 
don’t even know that the city of 
Puerto Vallarta –the one that has 
won all those awards- exists, or 
what it is, or what it has to offer. 

Sorry. That was a rant. I hereby 
award a load of bricks to all those 
hotels that do not encourage their 
guests to wander beyond their 
properties.

I should also mention that 
there is a long list of restaurants 
offering traditional Thanksgiving 
Dinners this week, not just the 
ones advertising in this publication. 
Check them out on Facebook!

And on that note, to all my 
American readers, I wish a most 
Happy Thanksgiving Day. Indeed, 
you and I have so much to be 
thankful for, especially when we 
are aware of the plight of so many 
around our little blue planet.

So please, do share your good 
fortune with the less fortunate, and 
may your Mirror always reflect a 
happy, healthy you. 

Hasta luego. sheis@ymail.com
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STAN GABRUKWritten by
of Master Baiter´s Sportfishing and Tackle

As the weather becomes more pleasant every day, we can all 
understand how words like paradise flow so easily. It’s the one time of the 
year when it seems the planets align and the gods smile down on Puerto 
Vallarta and her world famous fishing grounds. The 57th Torneo de Pez 
Vela (Annual Sailfish Tournament) happened this past week end and as 
you would expect, it was a monster success. But with the tournament 
happening, there needed to be fish, and fish we have, amigos! Marlin, 
Sailfish, Dorado, Yellowfin Tuna, Cubera 
Snapper, you name it. Deep Water is where it’s 
at, but short days guarantee fish tales for weeks 
and years to come. Time to go fishing, world 
records are waiting to be had, amigos!

Ok, fishing first, blunt and to the point this 
week, here we go: 

Corbeteña is the place to be, Yellowfin 
hanging ten miles west of The Rock, I told 
you all, Capt. Tory told me. Tuna everywhere, 
ranging from 10 to 200 lbs., just the luck of the 
draw. Dorado in the 40-lb range, Sailfish are 
thick, Marlin sparse in comparison to El Banco. 
Perfect water conditions and a mid-morning bite 
is a perfect arena for world class fishing! 

El Banco: Big Yellowfin Tuna have been in the area, but nothing 
measured up to Corbeteña this past week. Big Black Marlin on the other 
hand is another story. They’re running from 350 to 750 lbs. with the 
¨Grander¨ out there. Dorado, Cubera Snapper, Sailfish for sure, and even 
Wahoo are a possibility. 

The Marieta Islands: are still alive with action, mostly Sailfish, smaller 
Dorado, Snapper, Skip Jacks, and the list goes on. 8-hour days on super 
pangas make this a productive day. Bring plenty of sun screen.

Punta Mita: not hearing much from there these days, not much focus on 
the point where Dorado are always abundant. Sailfish and Marlin are off 
the point about 15 miles.  When comparing Marina locations, remember 
the La Cruz Marina is only 20 minutes closer to El Banco or the Tres 
Marias Islands. So don’t let the boat location be a major factor for fishing 
the La Cruz area. 

Inside the Bay: Still going strong with smaller fish; plenty of action to 
be had. Skip Jack Tuna fight like fish four times their real size. Smaller 
Dorado for the table is great, and you never know, you may even find a 
Snook around the river mouth.

Guanatuna, a Master Baiter’s Company Boat, took place in the 
Yellowfin Tuna Category with Capt. Tory at the helm. Vern Terry hit a 
91.300 kilo Yellowfin ten miles west of Corbeteña (exactly where I have 

Capt. Tory takes Yellowfin Tuna 
1st Prize at the 

57th Pez Vela Tournament

been calling); it took 1 hour and 
40 minutes to boat this tournament 
winner. It was caught on a trolled 
Skip Jack Tuna midday on the 2nd 
day of the tournament. Vern Terry 
said Capt. Tory knew exactly what 
to do as the action erupted and 1st 
Mate Scooby (a Captain as well) on 
it, getting the area secure as Vern 
grabbed the pole and came in all 
smiles - which lasted two days - as 
the weight held up and the trophies 
and prize money were handed out. 

This year was the first year in 
over 20 that the tournaments weigh-
ins were not in Marina Vallarta. It 
was very nice at the port authority 
complex. But the amount of business and business awareness that is lost, 
not to mention this has always been Marina Vallarta’s tournament, was a 
shock to Marina Vallarta businesses and locals alike. Let’s hope that this 
mistake is not repeated next year, it could be moved permanently if we 
don’t voice an opinion.  

Until next time, remember: at Master 
Baiter’s ¨We Won´t Jerk You Around¨!

Master Baiter’s Sportfishing & Tackle is 
located in Marina Vallarta on the Boardwalk 
next to Victor’s Café Tecuba at the far end 
of the Marina. Master Baiter’s is still the 
only real fishing company in Vallarta with 
its own exclusive boats that are reliable, fast, 
with English-speaking crews, fish catching 
professionals!  Questions on any subject: 
feel free to ask at my email: CatchFish@
MasterBaiters.com.mx Web page:  www.
MasterBaiters.com.mx or call me directly 
locally at: (044) 322 779-7571 or if roaming: 

011 52 1 322 779-7571 (this is my cell phone directly until the shop phone 
is working). You can come be a ¨Fan¨ on Facebook here: http://www.
facebook.com/pages/Master-Baiters-Sportfishing-Tackle/88817121325 
Facebook Fans get special perks you won’t find in my reports. The trade 
name Master Baiter’s ® Sportfishing and Tackle is protected under trade 
mark law and is the sole property of Stan Gabruk. 
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GISELLE BELANGERby
RN, LCSW

In my previous article on Attention 
Deficit Disorder or (ADD), I described 
many of the classic symptoms and 
discussed the fact that so many adults 
still suffer with it and were never 
diagnosed or treated as children. In 
fact, “up to 60% of children retain 
their symptoms into adulthood” 
(Regina Bussing, M.D. and John M. 
Grohol, Psy.D., “Attention Deficit 
Disorder: An Introduction to ADD/
ADHD”  Jan. 6, 2012: web page: 
http://psychcentral.com/disorders/
adhd/). As they grew up with the 
ADD/ADHD, they developed other 
symptoms and problems along the 
way, which resulted in misdiagnoses 
and complications as the other 
symptoms manifested.

It is very common to experience 
depression and anxiety, learning 
disabilities, be diagnosed with 
“Oppositional Defiant Disorder” at 
school-age, and later, be diagnosed 
with either “Bipolar Disorder” or 
“Borderline Personality Disorder”. 
It is especially important to note that 
a very high percentage also develop 
addictions. The medications for such 
disorders may have helped a little, 
but not enough. The person then feels 
even more discouraged. ADD may be 
an underlying cause of much of your 
pain and suffering! 

Here is an excellent example I 
pulled off the (www.medscape.org/
viewarticle/558594) internet of a 
woman who spent a lifetime being 
misdiagnosed and consequently not 
getting better. She had tried many 
different medications to treat the 
various symptoms of depression 

Attention Deficit: Misdiagnosed and 
co-occurring mental health issues

and anxiety and had been in and out 
of therapy to deal with the behavior 
problems and mood swings, which 
negatively affected her job and 
her marriage. Needless to say she 
had spent a lifetime suffering with 
symptoms that mimicked other 
mental health diagnoses and was 
finally correctly diagnosed with ADD 
and given the correct medication.

A woman agreed to her husband’s 
request for psychiatric consultation 
to discuss her accident and resulting 
job loss. Upon questioning, the 
psychiatrist established that her 
depressed mood preceded both her 
accident and job loss. She reported 
that her earliest contact with the 
mental health system was as a child. 
In fourth grade, the patient was 
seen by a psychologist to address 
her “persistent separation anxiety”. 
Throughout middle school she did 
poorly academically and underwent 
educational testing. She scored very 
high on the IQ examination and 
her teachers and counselors were 
perplexed by the discrepancy between 
her daily performance and overall 
aptitude. As she aged, her problems 
continued. In college, a psychologist 
informed her that she had 
“Borderline Personality Disorder”. 
Subsequent psychiatric diagnoses 
included “Major Depressive 
Disorder”, “Bipolar II disorder”, 
and “Dysthymia”. 

Misdiagnosed and co-occurring 
Unfortunately, this may sound 

all too familiar. Because so many 
of the symptoms of ADD/ADHD 
(“attention deficit disorder with 

hyperactivity”: note: throughout 
the article, I will only refer to this 
disorder as “attention deficit” or 
“ADD” because not everyone has 
the hyperactivity component) mimic 
other mental health disorders, it is 
often misdiagnosed and therefore 
mismanaged. Needless to say, this 
can become extremely frustrating 
over the years and leaves the person 
feeling different, wondering why 
they don’t fit in, and can’t act the way 
everyone else does. It also makes 
them feel guilty for not being able to 
better manage their behavior, or excel 
in school or their job. Basically, they 
feel damaged, like they will never be 
“normal” and it often leaves them 
hopeless. Similarly, symptoms of 
attention deficit and other problems 
such as depression and anxiety, 
overlap and occur together, creating 
a layering of issues over the years 
which require careful examining. 

Depression may actually develop 
and be caused by years of struggling 
with ADD. However, uncovering a 
lifelong pattern of underachievement, 
procrastination, and inability to 
complete tasks, is essential in 
discovering ADD as an existing 
condition before depressive symptoms 
ever presented themselves. Sleep 
disturbance is another diagnostic 
symptom of depression, which also 
commonly occurs with attention 
deficit, because they have rapidly 
changing thoughts and ideas, which 
interfere with them falling asleep or 
staying asleep. Again, discovering 
that this problem was present long 
before the depression developed, is 
very helpful diagnostically. 

Bi-polar Disorder is a combination 
of depressive and manic episodes and 
is often misdiagnosed in someone 
who actually has ADD, and especially 
ADHD, instead. This is because 
the “mania” can mimic ADD. The 
similar symptoms include: impaired 
attention, distractibility, restlessness, 
mood swings, rapid speech, and 
“flightiness” or “scatteredness”. The 
diagnostic difference is the duration 
of the apparent mania which can 
last for weeks or months, while with 
ADD, they only last for a few hours 
or a few days. 

As always, establishing that the 
symptoms of ADD were present 
since childhood is very important 
in preventing such a misdiagnosis. 
It is extremely common to meet 
adults who have been unsuccessfully 
treated for Bi-Polar and once they are 
properly treated for the ADD, they 
improve greatly. 

Anxiety and OCD (obsessive 
compulsive disorder)  “Generalized 
Anxiety” has many overlapping 
features with  ADD. Feeling anxious, 
restless, worrying a lot, and panicking, 
are all pretty typical symptoms of 
both disorders. However, people 
who only have generalized anxiety 
do not display the other tell-tale 
signs of ADD such as impulsivity, 
disorganization, and attention deficit.  

Sometimes a person with ADD 
will develop certain habits that may 
seem like OCD, although it is indirect 
response to their ADD. For example, 
they may need to remind themselves 
in a very vigilant methodical way to 
do something like turn off the coffee 
pot or put their keys in a certain place 
every time in order not to lose them. 
Obsessive thinking and worrying 
have developed in direct response 
to a lifetime of disorganization and 
unpredictable impulses in order 
to survive and compensate for the 
attention deficit traits.

In conclusion, ADD might be a the 
crux of many other problems that have 
developed over the years and although 
the treatment; medication and therapy 
you received up until now may have 
been beneficial, it was never enough 
or it felt like something else was still 
wrong or off. Do not underestimate 
the psychological impact on your 
self-esteem and self-worth, nor the 
tremendous impact on your personal 
and social relationships. 

Giselle Belanger, RN, LCSW  
(psychotherapist) is available for 
appointments in person, by phone, or by 
skype webcam. Contact info: ggbelanger@
sbcglobal.net, Mex cell:  (322) 138-9552 or 
US cell: (312) 914-5203.
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by ALI HERNANDEZ

Aging gracefully is not a lost art, it’s just that it has 
been forgotten. For all these women who think that the 
scalpel or the syringe are the only ways of remaining 
“young”, this may be useful: Nearly 90% of the aging 
process is caused by environmental factors, things over 
which you have control. The following are anti-aging 
routines that you can follow at home.

Use sun block every day
This is a no-brainer. You have heard it and read 

it before: exposure to the sun is the main cause of 
premature aging. The UV rays of the sun or the tanning 
beds breaks up collagen and elastin, substances that 
maintain skin soft and firm. To help to minimize the 
damage and the wrinkles, stay away from the sun and 
follow these tips:

Do not depend on SPF-enriched make-up - You will 
never use enough of it to actually protect your skin.

Choose sunglasses with UV protection - good 
sunglasses prevent cataracts and wrinkles caused by 
broken collagen fibers around the eyes that form crow’s 
feet.

Avoid smoke-filled rooms - If you smoke, quit right 
now.  Non-smokers know that exposure to second-
hand smoke can damage the skin. Like the sun, smoke 
bombards you with free radicals that break down the 
skin’s collagen and diminish its ability to recover. 
To avoid the damage, use products that they contain 
antioxidants that neutralize free radicals. Favorites are 
vitamin C, vitamin E and green tea.

Be aware of repetitive movements - Between smiling, 
frowning and speaking, your face does thousands of 
movements a day. With time, these repeated movements 
lead to the development of the deepest lines. It would 
be unrealistic to stop showing your emotions, but if you 
always drink with a straw, chew gum or smoke, you are 
breaking the collagen fibers around the mouth and the 
wrinkles will appear earlier.

Stop poking - It is difficult to resist to the need 
to perform a small surgery at home to get rid of a 
blackhead, but remember that the mark it can leave is 
the most persuasive reason not to do it. 

Some anti-aging tips…

As you age, acne scars tend to look more like wrinkles. 
If you have a blackhead near where wrinkles form, it 
will only make them deeper.

Cleanse with alpha hydroxide acids
They help eliminate the layer of dead skin cells 

to reveal a fresher layer below. These acids, like the 
glycolic acid, remove obstructions from the pores and 
help your skin appear softer.

Use anti-aging creams at night
There are more anti aging creams on the market every 

day. But the old retinoids, which contain a derivative of 
vitamin A, are always a good standard. The retinoids 
push the skin to renew itself, smoothing the lines and 
helping to repair the damage caused by the sun. They are 
in prescribed creams and in over-the-counter products 
in minor concentrations. However, they leave the skin 
vulnerable to sunburn, so be careful.

Try a weekly exfoliation treatment
Most anti-aging treatments, including chemical 

peelings and microdermoabrasion, result in more even 
skin pigmentation, while stimulating collagen growth. 
Some treatments are sufficiently soft to be done at home. 
There are also polishing creams that help reach results 
similar to those achieved through microdermoabrasion. 
With time, the skin should respond by thickening. 
Thicker skin shows less wrinkles.

Do not forget the rest of your body
Everything what you do for your face you should 

also do for your neck, breasts and hands. These are the 
first points that show aging. At least use moisturizers, 
hydrated skin looks better, softer and smoother.

 (Source: temasdebelleza.com)

All services at Ali’s Health & Rejuvenation Spa are 
offered by professionals familiar with the techniques, 
the products and their applications, whether you’re 
interested in a facial, massage, manicure, pedicure, 
hair removal, or any of the many services available... 
Consultations are free. For more information, or to make 
an appointment with our expert in skin treatments, Dr. 
Mario Peña Esparza (not a dermatologist), nutritionist 
Vanessa Altamirano, or with renowned plastic surgeon 
Dr. Nestor Baldizon, please give us a call.

Ali Hernandez is one of the few certified 
cosmetologists in Puerto Vallarta. Her clinic is 
conveniently located on 5 de Febrero, No. 319, 
right near Rizo’s. Appointments can be made at 

224-9633 or 044 322 292-8582.
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Body & Sol
KRYSTAL FROSTby
organic-select@hotmail.com

I recently had the opportunity to 
treat a couple interested in controlling 
back pain naturally and losing a 
bit of weight in the interim. Upon 
reviewing their daily eating habits as 
they believe (as most people do) they 
eat a well-rounded diet, it seemed odd 
to them that I suggested consuming 
no less than 2 raw portions of greens 
a day, as they eat raw salads 2 or 3 
times a week.

LIVE ENZYMES:  What they are… 
and how we get them…

Well, hold on folks… let it be 
known that every cell in your body 
has a spark of life in it… Where 
do you think that comes from?  
Naturally, it comes from enzymes 
only found active in live food!  So, 
read on Dear Reader...

Enzymes have extremely 
interesting properties that make them 
little chemical-reaction machines. 
The purpose of an enzyme in a 
cell is to allow the cell to carry out 
chemical reactions very quickly. 
These reactions allow the cell to 
build things or take things apart as 
needed. This is how a cell grows 
and reproduces. At the most basic 
level, a cell is really a little bag full 
of chemical reactions that are made 
possible by enzymes! Any action the 
body/mind takes involves enzymes.  
They are the housekeepers and 
enablers, making sure everything 
that needs to be is done.  They are 
the spark of life and become inert 
as soon as the scientist tries to mess 
with them by separation, applying 
heat, cold, etc. Sounds kinda like my 
mother…

There are 3 types of enzymes: food 
enzymes, digestive enzymes and 
metabolic enzymes.   Food enzymes 
are suppose to be in the food you eat, 
but, in the modern diet, or standard 
American diet, they are mostly 
missing, deactivated by processing, 
heat, canning, drying, freezing, 
or by merely being gassed with a 
preservative  to provide a longer shelf 
life.  Digestive enzymes are produced 

by the body to assist in digestion.  
Metabolic enzymes are produced 
by the body to repair cells, tissues 
and organs and to generally keep 
the body in an optimal functioning 
condition.  One thing that has been 
proven over and over is that in order 
for your body to digest food lacking 
in enzymes, it must call upon itself 
-via other organs- to produce those 
enzymes that are missing.  In this 
way, the salivary glands, stomach, 
intestines, pancreas and other organs, 
as well as the cells, work overtime 
to supply the obligatory enzymes.  
These extra responsibilities cause 
stress in these organs, which leads 
to inflammation, enlargement 
and deterioration of the same.  
Without enzymes, food will not 
digest properly.  When the food 
does not digest properly, the blood 
becomes tainted with undigested 
matter that is the cause of  kidney 
dysfunctions, circulation problems, 
hypertension, degenerative 
diseases, arthritis, general pain 
and inflammations, plus too many 
maladies to mention here. This is 
called enzyme exhaustion.

The idea that enzyme exhaustion 
leads to and is associated with aging 
comes from comparison studies 
which show that the salivary enzymes 
of young adults are 30 times stronger 
than the salivary enzymes of an older 
adult. This waning of enzyme activity 
in older adults leads to digestive and 
nutrient assimilation problems.  The 
experts conclude that life and energy 
slowly ebb away with the depletion 
of enzymes. One well known 
researcher, Dr. William Campbell 
Douglass, states “the main reason for 
aging ... is the failure of enzymatic 
systems that are responsible for your 
body’s uptake and utilization of 
oxygen and nutrients.”

So, just the facts:
- Enzymes are involved in all 

metabolic systems; they are the spark 
of life in each cell ...that become 
inert when messed with.

- Enzymes assist the immune 
system in neutralizing toxins in the 
blood.

- Enzymes break food down into 
simple components which can then 
be taken up by the bloodstream and 
assimilated into the cells. 

- When raw food is eaten, the 
enzymes are intact, fewer digestive 
enzymes are secreted by our bodies 
…which means less stress on your 
organs and more vitality.

- Enzymes, paired with co-
enzymes, repair and rebuild the body 
and the brain.

So where do you get them?
Raw foods - Eat them with each 

meal, uncooked, raw salads, sprouts, 
micro greens, fruits, soaked grains 
and seeds for snacks (soaking starts 
the enzyme process in nuts, seeds 
and grains. Raw food is natural and 
uncomplicated, as simple as soaking 
some nuts overnight, storing them in 
an airtight in the fridge, adding some 
fresh fruit and voilà!  Pure enzymes.  
Also, we always have papaya or 
pineapple, mandarins, grapefruit, 
whatever is handy and ripe.  

And lastly, always eat your raw 
greens with dense proteins such as 
meats, eggs, or seafood for better 
digestion and energy levels.

My Asian medicine professor 
said, “You are born with a cup full 
of enzymes, when they are gone 
via depletion through erroneous 
food combinations and the lack of  
nutritional enzymes, your energy is 
gone.  You can no longer digest foods 
therefore you receive no nutrition, the 
blood becomes toxic, degeneration 
sets in, etc.” This, he called the path 
of disease.

There you have it.

Krystal Frost is a long time resident of 
Puerto Vallarta. Graduate of University 

of Guadalajara, and specialized 
in cosmetic acupuncture at Bastyr 

University in Washington State. She is 
the owner of Body & Sol for over 15 

years where she practices traditional 
Chinese medicine, acupuncture, massage 
therapy, yoga, meditation and nutritional 

counseling. She has created healing 
programs for individuals, retreats and 
spas. Questions and comments may be 

directed to organic-select@hotmail.com
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GIL GEVINSby

Due to the nature of our business, 
my wife and I have been forced to 
spend a thousand and one restless 
nights in some of the most awful hotels 
in Mexico. Here’s an example.

Magdalena is a small remote town in 
the state of Guerrerro. Every Sunday 
it is home to a large tiangus (market) 
filled with wonderful crafts. We arrived 
late Saturday afternoon, and quickly 
determined that the town had only one 
hotel: El Asco. The lobby was dark, 
gloomy, unfurnished and deserted-
-except for a pointy-nosed woman 
standing over a steaming caldron of 
pozole so big you could have boiled 
Rush Limbaugh in it.

When told of our desire to rent a 
room, the woman said we had to talk to 
Ricardo, who, naturally, was nowhere 
to be found.

An hour later Ricardo, a twelve-
year-old boy with ADD, appeared and 
agreed to show us the three available 
rooms. So up the steep slippery stairs 
we slithered and were shown a spacious 
coffin for two people. The “room” 
for four people was on the street, 
right about eye level with the hotel’s 
blinking, buzzing neon sign. Then 
Ricardo took us to Number Seven, 
the room we would survive, not only 
that night, but many nights for years to 
come. Number Seven contained three 
badly sagging double beds. “We’ll take 
it,” I said.

“Why?” Ricardo demanded.
“Maybe we should sleep in the 

car,” Lucy said, fearfully eying this 
monument to neglect and decay.

“This room is for six to eight people,” 
Ricardo complained, “not for two.”

“So?”
“This is our most expensive room.”
“How much is it?” Lucy asked him.
“How much is what?”
“The room?” 

Worst Hotel Contest

“Which room?”
“This one, Ricardo; the one we’re 

standing in.”
“Oh. Thirty-six thousand pesos a 

night.” (About twelve dollars)
“We’ll take it.”
“But what about the extra beds? 

What will you do with them?” 
“Practice,” I said. “It’s our 

honeymoon.” 
Ricardo fled.
Lucy said, “Oh my God!”
“Yeah, it is a pretty good deal.”
“No, no, no,” Lucy said. “Look 

at the floor. It hasn’t been cleaned in 
decades!”

I ran my finger along the floor. 
“Clean as a whistle.”

“Then why does it look like that?”
“The patina of age, honey. You know, 

like an old bronze statue?”
The hotel had a huge cavernous 

garage which could hold up to 
thirty cars, but Ricardo told us that 
we couldn’t park in it tonight, as it 
was going to be used for a wedding 
reception.

“The garage?”
“What about it?” Ricardo asked.
My wife is not a light traveler, and 

even though we’d only planned to 
spend two nights, there was a small 
mountain of stuff which needed to be 
brought upstairs to our room. But by 
then Ricardo had vanished. I thought of 
asking the woman with the pointy nose 
to help us, but she was too busy stirring 
the pot and hissing incantations. 

“This is like Macbeth meets Dante’s 
Inferno,” I told my wife.

Lucy, despite the evidence of my 
immaculate forefinger, refused to put 
any of our belongings on the floor. 
Fortunately, we were able to fit it all on 
one of the three sagging beds.

“Oh my God!” Lucy gasped from the 
bathroom.

The bathroom had no door, and the 
shower stall had no curtain, making it 
possible to sit on the potty and take a 
shower at the same time. Aside from the 
shower stall, the bathroom contained a 
seat-less toilet and a medicine cabinet 
which dated from around the time of 
the Black Plague. Everything was 
stained with mildew, including both of 
our wee threadbare towels. 

Lucy turned on the hot water and 
let it run…and run…and run. After 
ten minutes the water lost two degrees 
of chill, but then a moment later got 
colder than it’d been to begin with. 
“This is not acceptable!” Lucy said.

“Let’s go have dinner,” I said.
The town’s only restaurant had awful 

food, but great mescal. The owner, a 
robust woman (who might or might not 
have fit in the Limbaugh-sized caldron) 
offered us unlimited free shots of 
mescal and said, “We don’t get many 
foreigner visitors here.”

“We came for the tiangus,” Lucy 
said.

“Then you are going to spend the 
night?” the woman asked in dismay.

“Of course.”
“Have some more mescal,” she 

urged. “It might help you sleep.”     
Returning from dinner a little tipsy 

(we would have been better off blind-
drunk), we argued for a while over the 
sagging beds. There was no question 
of us sleeping in the same one. We 
tried it, and wound up piled on top 
of each other, our collective buttocks 
only inches from the floor. I opted for 
the bed closest to the “nightstand”, the 
room’s least termite-eaten furnishing. 

“Look, honey,” I said, “a nightstand. 
It even has a drawer.” 

The drawer was stuck pretty badly, as 
if no one had opened it in years. When, 
after much wrenching and tugging, I 
managed to pull it open, I saw why. 
Someone, once upon a time, had left a 
bar of soap in it. Most of the bar was 
now gone, consumed by what appeared 
to be a giant mutated cockroach, who 
actually glared at me. Quickly, I shut 
the drawer before Lucy could get a 
gander at the seven-legged lopsided 
leviathan. 

Before long each of us was uneasily 
ensconced in our separate sagging 
beds with the too-short sheets and the 
pillows stuffed with loaves of stale 
bread.

“Good night, honey.”
“We’re going to get sucked dry by 

bed bugs and fleas,” my wife moaned.
“Don’t be a pessimist,” I told her. 

“We’re going to sleep like a pair of 
lambs.”

I turned off the bare bulb dangling 
from the ceiling, closed my eyes and…
then the wedding started. The music 
was not merely loud; it was earsplitting! 
It sounded like they’d crammed the 
band and all their amplifiers into our 
fungi-filled bathroom.

“Oh my God!” Lucy said.
“Honey, did we bring the Valium?”

Gil Gevins is the author of the 
cult-classic, PUERTO VALLARTA 
ON 49 BRAIN CELLS A DAY, as 
well as his new novel, SLIME AND 
PUNISHMENT. Signed copies of all 
Gil’s hilarious books can be found 
at his wife’s wonderful folk-art shop, 
LUCY’S CUCU CABAÑA, located 
at 295 Basilio Badillo. Gil’s digital 
E-Books are now available on Amazon.
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HARRIET MURRAYby

The very good news is the 
highway south through Amapas, 
Conchas Chinas, Garza Blanca 
and Punta Negra is now receiving 
needed attention for rebuilding and 
completion before the end of 2012.

The southern route from Vallarta 
down highway 200 is famous for 
its striking panoramic views of the 
open bay and Los Arcos, turquoise 
water, and open sky.  “The Gold 
Coast”, with buildable land on both 
sides of the highway, has some of 
the most beautiful and expensive 
real estate in the Bay.

The poorly maintained road, 
which has been in particularly bad 
repair the past two rainy seasons, 
has been a significant reason for 
decreased showings and sales of 
the villas and condominiums in this 
area.

Condo and villa inventory 
along the highway south is 
currently shown through www.
vallartanayaritmls.com at 187 

Good news for the south side of Puerto Vallarta
“The Gold Coast” of real estate in the Bay of Banderas

properties. Current listed price 
range is from $88,000. USD for 
a condo to $6,900,000. USD for 
villas, two in fact at the same price.

Amapas has the largest number 
for sale: 82 units, primarily condos, 
while Conchas Chinas comes in 
next with 26 condos and villas.  
The south side also has first class 
developments such as San Xoaquin 
with ocean views for all homes 
and building lots inside the gated 
community.  

Further south is Garza Blanca, a 
multi-million dollar development 
of full-time and fractional 
ownership of condominiums on 
a well-known white sandy beach 
and green mountain side. GB has 
now has two 4-5 star restaurants for 
guests and the public.    

Further south, we find Sierra 
de Mar, the landmark gated 
community with homes designed to 
be in a natural setting of boulders, 
gardens, and many species of native 

trees.  El Paredón, the project by 
well-known Guadalajara architects, 
has developed 12 lots on the ocean 
side. Nearby is the first class Sierra 
del Mar Los Arcos with a low 
density mixture of condominiums 
and custom homes on large lots. A 
special amenity is a private beach 
club on a man-made beach. 

Within the past two years, 101 sales 
on the south side have been reported 
in the AMPI MLS Flex system.  Sold 
prices range from $82,000. USD to 
$1,600,000. USD for a combination 
of condominiums and homes. An 
average sold price of $500,000. USD 
is one of the highest for real estate in 
the Bay of Banderas.

South side condos and houses for 
the past 13 months show current an 
active inventory of $160,537,730. 
USD.  

Average list price is $858,490. 
USD.  Sold volume is now at 
$35,125,977. USD for an average 
sales price of $501,799. USD. 

The ratio of SP/LP is 85.64 
per cent.  75% of these sales are 
reported as co-brokered between 
real estate agencies at a higher 
average sold price of $542,216. 
USD and SP/LP ratio of 86.28 per 
cent.

“The Gold” south side should 
now receive the benefit of the new 
highway and experience more 
showings and sales in 2013 than 
would happen otherwise.

This article is based upon legal 
opinions, current practices and my 
personal experiences.  I recommend 
that each potential buyer or seller of real 
estate conduct his own due diligence 
and review.  Statistics are furnished 
by Flex MLS system of AMPI MLS 
chapters Compostela, Nayarit, and 
Puerto Vallarta.  Information is deemed 
to be reliable, but is not guaranteed.

Harriet Murray may be contacted 
at harriet@casasandvillas.com
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Last week we touched on some 
of the new features of Microsoft’s 
newest operating system, Windows 8. 
This week we’ll look at some of the 
details on how, when and where to get 
Windows 8.

Microsoft initiated an upgrade offer 
for those buying old stock of Windows 
7 PCs, starting on June 2, 2012. This 
offer will give those consumers buying 
Windows 7-based PCs through Jan. 
31, 2013 the rights to upgrade their 
systems to the Windows 8 Pro edition 
by purchasing a $14.99 upgrade 
option during the promotional period.  

But make sure to ask in the store if 
the computer you’re interested in is 
eligible for the promotional upgrade 
price. Older stock in some stores will 
not be eligible for the $14.99 pricing.

I have to say... do think carefully 
before jumping at this upgrade.  Read 
online all the reviews and thoughts of 
other users. There’s no rush here - you 
have till January! $14.99 seems like 
an inexpensive investment, but going 
back to Windows 7 will cost you a lot 
more time and $$$. 

Microsoft has announced aggressive 
upgrade pricing for its upcoming 

Windows 8… Ready or Not – Part 2

Windows 8 operating system: anyone 
running a copy of Windows from 
the last decade can upgrade for $40, 
making this potentially the cheapest 
Windows ever.

This is a big change for Microsoft: 
selling the OS has been a profitable 
business. But it’s possible that at the 
usual $150-$300 price for Windows 
8 would be less than enthusiastically 
received. The next phase of Microsoft’s 
business relies heavily on widespread 
user acceptance of Windows 8.

Keep in mind, many businesses and 
individuals just recently updated to 
Windows 7, and many are still running 
the old reliable XP. The cost of 
upgrading again could be a significant 
deterrent. If Microsoft can’t capture a 
big audience for Windows 8, its whole 
strategy for the next few years falls 
apart. 

There doesn’t appear to be any 
hidden fine print to the upgrade: you 
just go to Windows.com, pay your 
$40 (or $14.99 if eligible) and it will 
immediately walk you through the 
installation. If you want a disc, you 
can burn your own or pay an extra $30 
for a hard copy at a retail store. 

The offer is valid until January 31st, 
2013, so you’ve got some time to 
think about it.

Rumors had been flying around 
earlier in the year, that there would 
be as many as nine versions, from 
“Home Basic” to “Professional Plus,” 
and many people were understandably 
upset at this. But fortunately, that 
information turns out to have been 
mistaken - or perhaps Microsoft saw 
the reaction and decided to rein in the 
number of versions - a lot.

The number of distinct versions of 
Windows one can choose from had 
become a sort of running joke in the 
past. Between Starter, Basic, Home, 
Pro, Ultimate, and all the rest, it’s 
enough to drive a person to buy a Mac! 

Microsoft has at last addressed this 
problem, and the upcoming Windows 
8 will have only two main “flavors” to 
choose from:

Windows 8 - for x86-based hardware 
like your average desktop or laptop; 
includes all features the average 
user will need, including the new 
“Metro” interface. Windows 8 Pro - 
for businesses and power users. This 
version adds in things like encryption, 
virtualization and PC management. 
With Windows 8 Pro, there is a 
“downgrade” right associated with the 
license to let you go back to Windows 
7. But it’s not an easy process and you 
may need the help of a tech.

There is a minor version called 
Windows 8 RT - this version will be 
for devices like tablets that run on 
ARM processors. 

One of the biggest user changes 
people will notice is the elimination 
of the “start” button we’ve all been 
clicking on since Windows ´95. I 
know many people will scream in 
unison to this change. Change can be 
difficult to accept; on this point... time 
will tell.  So… is Windows 8 going 
to be worth upgrading to?  Or will it 
be a flop, which people will want to 

downgrade back to Windows 7 again? 
I do think Windows 8 will be good for 
tablets and hand-held touch devices, 
but as a desktop operating system, 
I don’t think people will like the 
dramatic change. We are creatures of 
habit! I am expecting a steady stream 
of requests to take off Windows 8 and 
put on Windows 7 in the next few 
months.

Now on a side note, I’ve been 
asked a lot about starting classes for 
some computer basics. So I’m putting 
the call out for people interested. It 
probably will be a group, weekly 
event, with a limited class size. Those 
interested can email me and we’ll try 
and get something up and running late 
this month.

That’s all my time for now - see 
you again in next week. Until then, 
remember: only safe Internet!

Ron can be found at CANMEX 
Computers. Sales, Repairs, Networking, 
Wi-Fi, Hardware upgrades, Graphic 
Design, Data Recovery, House-calls 
available. www.RonnieBravo.com,  
Cellular 044-322-157-0688 or just 
email to CanMex@Gmail.com
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Brain Teasers 31

SUDOKU!
Sudoku is a logic-based placement puzzle.

The aim of the puzzle is to enter a numerical digit from 1 through 9 in each 
row, column and group of squares enclosed by the bold lines (also called a 
box). Each box must contain each number only once, starting with various 
digits given in some cells (the “givens”). Each row, column, and region must 
contain only one instance of each numeral.

Completing the puzzle requires patience.
It is recommended as therapy because some studies have suggested they 

might improve memory, attention and problem solving while staving off 
mental decline and perhaps reducing the risk of Alzheimer’s disease.

Solution to Sudoku on Page 28

Solution to 
Crossword 
on Page 28
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